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• Candidate's forum
Stevens
 discusses
Editor's Note: This is the first
installment in a multi-part series
where members of The Maine
Campus' editorial board interview
local and state candidates of up-
coming key elections.
Kathleen Stevens, 22, is a se-
nior Eng!ish/art history major at
the University of Maine. Sched-
uled to graduate this December
Stevens is running for the District
130 seat in the Maine House of
Representatives.
Currently occupied by UMaine
qltim John O'Dea (who is running
for the Maine State Senate), the
district iepresents the citizens of
the University of Maine and part of
Orono.
A graduate of Bangor High
School, Stevens was an intern in
the Washington, D.C. office of Sen-
ator George Mitchell and a parale-
gal in a Bangor law firm.
What can you offer the citi-
zens of this district, especially
the students, that your opponent
cannot'
Nty opponent (local business-
man Raymond Cota, Jr.) and I are
probably the most opposite candi-
dates in the area.
As you know. I'm a student and
as you know, he is not. The main
offer I have to report is that I am,
and can be, representative of the
* • * •
** * •
..**1 A-
* it * •
constituents and the students be-
cause I am a student. I've been
through budget cuts. I've been
through not being able to get En-
glish classes. I've been through
having my favorite teachers asked
to leave because the university can't
keep them on.
And part of this university com-
munity is its diversity; it's not
merely a bunch of business. It's a
community in and of itself and
there's so many diverse groups of
people here people with different
interests, people with different
needs. People who are unusual,
e • ,• •%sulk:As lacing District 130
who aren't from the common cut
of cloth that the average citizen
that one may think of is. And to
represent those people is of utmost
importance, especial in this uni-
versity community.
This district is unlike any other
in the state because geographically
it's so much smaller than any oth-
er; however, in one dorm you have
250 citizens.
If those were streets in another
district, they would be probably
five or six long streets, but those
are in one dorm and we have 15
residence halls on this campus
alone.
So if you take that into consider-
ation and think that the community
of the university is a pocket of pop-
ulation in this small area.
Not only are there students there
...but the district has residents of
Orono as well; some are affiliated
with the university and some of
them aren't. Some of them are
Orono residents who have been
there 25 or 30 years.
So it's true that people see this
district and think it' a university
4, Maine Center for the Arts
'Master of Reggae' brings message
of peace and justice to UMaine
By Mike McLaughlin
staff 'Writer
The voice that echoed through
The Maine Center for the Arts last
night was that of Jimmy Cliff, but
the music, messages and issues that
this voice carried span the entire
planet.
Cliff, known as the "master of
reggae," entertained and inspired a
crowded and lively audience with
his musical talent which reaches
far beyond the boundaries of one
style or one country.
Backed by his seven-member
band and a wide variety of instru-
ments, Cliff started the show with
the upbeat and racially conscious
song, "Mother Africa." This was
Jimmy Cliff sings the praises of peace Tuesday night at the
MCA. (Kiesow photo.)
the first of many selections in which
the audience joined Cliff in song
and in his unique dancing style.
On songs such as "Breakout,"
the title track from his latest al-
bum, Cliff showed that his range
even extends to rap and hip-hop.
However, the ballads, which Cliff
sang frequently threughout the per-
formance, truly were testament to
his voice range and the message
that he sends to the audience.
On the ballad, "Peace," Cliff
touched on a recent issue that he
said proves the injustice that exists
in the world today.
"In the United States, in Los An-
gelas, four white policemen beat up
on one black man. They went to the
court of law and did not get justice.
How is then: going tube peace, when
there is no justice?" he asked.
Other issues that the "master of
t‘ggae" put to lyric were the cutting
of rainforests, the hole in the ozone
layer and the pollution of waters.
Cliff exited the stage after his
hour-and-half performance to a
standing ovation and lengthy round
of applause.
After the show, Cliff said this
was his first time in Orono and he
was surprised at how receptive the
audience was to his music.
"I hope they got the positive
message that I'm trying to trans-
mit." he said.
Kathleen Stevens, candidate for District 130. (Kiesow photo.)
district, and a student has always
held that seat. But there are other
elements there too, which !believe
I can represent well
How would you balance the
different needs of the constitu-
ency, the needs of the students
verviiv the rteeds a 
 
residents?
TI.ey are different. A lot of the
students, for instance, are from out
of state, students from Massachu-
setts or New Jersey, students who
are foreign, students who are gay
See CANDIDATE pagc 15
• Maine Share
New nonprofit group
organizes' at UMaine
Rv lCrictv 11/1-1
Staff Writer
In past years, University of
Maine employees have been able
to give to many local charities
though the United Way. Begin-
ning this fall, there is another op-
tion, MaineShare.
MaineShare supports 19 dif-
ferent nonprofit organizations
dealing with issues such as AIDS,
workplace safety, civil rights for
the disabled, toxic hazards, family
violence and the environment.
Because many of these issues
and organizations are controver-
sial, they are not supported by the
United Way. MaineShare was
formed to provide donors with
another option.
"The goal is to give another
option to the United Way," Burton
Hatlen, U Maine co-coordinator of
MaineShare, said. "MaineShare
funds organizations that the Unit-
ed Way cannot or will not fund."
"These organizations all have
an advocacy role — they are trying
to change the system in one way
or another. The United Way can-
not support advocacy organiza-
tions," he said.
Bruce Littlefield, the other
UMaine co-coordinator of
MaineShare said he got involved
because he felt some needy
groups were being overlooked.
"MaineShare concentrates on
some lesser-known organizations
that may be a little more progres-
sive in the political sense," Little-
field said.
Some examples he gave were
the Maine Civil Liberties Union
and the Maine AIDS Alliance, two
groups which sometimes take con-
troversial positions.
Hatlen said he got involved in
MaineShare because these were
worthwhile organizations that real-
ly needed financial support. He also
stressed MaineShare supports state-
wide groups, whereas the United
Way benefits local organizations.
An interesting feature of Maine-
Share is that employees can desig-
nate their contributions to Maine-
Share as a whole, or to specific
organizations it supports. Dona-
tions may be given all to one group,
or split between many different ones.
Donations can also be given in
the form of a one-time gift, though
payroll deduction is encouraged to
keep fundraising overhead low and
spread out the donations over a
longer period of time.
Employees can also choose to
donate to both MaineShare and the
United Way.
For more information on
MaineShare, contact Hatlen at 581-
3841 or Littlefield at 581-2238.
The Maine Campus, Wednesday, October ? 1 1992
WorldBriefs
• African National Congress
Report admits torture of prisoners
1 JOHANNES
BURG, South Africa (AP) — Former ANC detainees are
 not
satisfied by the group's admissions of torture at its prisons 
outside South Africa, an
exile group said Tuesday.
Mwezi Twala, head of the Returned Exiles Coordinating 
Committee, says the African
National Congress must publish the names of the torturers and
 allow an independent panel
to make further investigations.
ANC President Nelson Mandela on Monday released the 
findings of a long-awaited
report that concluded torture and "staggering brutality" 
were common at some ANC
prisons in the 1980s.
Mandela previously had admitted torture occurred at ANC 
prisons. But the report was
the first detailed description of abuses by the ANC, which wa
s lionized for its struggle for
human rights and which for years has accused government sec
urity forces of mistreatment
of political prisoners.
The ANC is South Africa's main black opposition group. The
 report undoubtedly will
be used by the ANC's rivals to raise questions about its cap
ability to rule if whites relinquish
their grip on power.
The report was based on interviews with 17 former detaine
es, conducted by two ANC
members and an independent advocate. Most of those inter
viewed were accused of spying
against the ANC during its war against the government and
 imprisoned in Angola, Uganoa
or Tanzania during the 1980s.
Many were detained without trial, the report said. The ANC 
has long protested detention
without trial in South Africa as "an extreme form of psych
ological torture."
• Military buildup
Japan wants US
presence to continue
3 TOKYO (AP) —
 Japan's defense chief says a
strong U.S. military presence in Asia is more vital now
than during the Cold War, with China's naval buildup
and North Korea's nuclear program presenting potential
sources of instability.
Sohei Miyashita, director-general of the Defense Agency.
said Monday that Asia's security situation is "very com-
plex" when compared to that of Europe, where the Warsaw
Pact has disappeared and Russia is scaling down its forces.
"The count' ics in this region are not necessarily heading
toward arms reduction," he told reporters at a luncheon.
Hundreds of thousands of Russian troops remain in perma-
nent garrisons along Russia's eastern borders. Meanwhile, smaller
countries such as Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand, their
economies burgeoning, have gone shopping for high-tech arms.
Isolated North Korea is suspected of trying to develop
nuclear arms.
Defense analysts say China is emerging as the military
giant of Asia. With its budding economy, it is said to be
upgrading from a coastal navy to an ocean-going force in the
South China Sea.
Beijing has bought fighter jets and other high-grade
military technology from Russia and has negotiated for a
Ukrainian aircraft carrier, according to numerous reports
• Rescue
Danish fisherman
rescued after 15 days
4 COPENHAGE
N, Denmark (AP) — A Danish
fisherman survived for 15 days on a barren, arctic
island off Greenland by living under his upturned
boat and eating snow, police said Monday.
When fishermen first spotted 30-year-old Henrik Carts-
en on Sunday, they thought he was dead.
"People here don't want to get involved when they see
a dead body.... So they rushed back to alert me." said police
constable Mads Christensen in the village of Upernavik.
Greenland. "The fishermen didn't get close enough to see
he was alive."
Two hours later, police arrived at the island 280 miles
north of the Arctic Circle and found the Dane. He was
suffering from exhaustion, had frostbitten feet, and had lost
nearly 45 pounds, Christensen said.
Carlsen stopped at the island to seek shelter after he lost
his way and his boat ran out of fuel.
2
• Eight injured by bomb meant 
for police station
• Japan says strong US 
presence in Asia vital
• Body found; believed to 
be that of Greens Party founder
11111•11•1111111•111110111M. 
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• Bomb
Police station bombing attempted
spot.
lice
MOSCOW (AP) — A bomb thrown
 at a police station exploded near a
2 McDonald's restaurant and injured at least eight people, including a 5-year-old girl.
police said Tuesday.
Police said the Monday night attack
 was not aimed at McDonald's or its customers but at
the police precinct adjacent to the restauran
t on central Pushkin Square, a popular tourist 
s pt(
Officials said three of the injured were A
fghan citizens, including the girl. The other
victims were Russian, officials said.
Two men were arrested, including o
ne with a record of clashing with police, said
Col. Yuri Fedoseyev.
Initially police had not ruled out a link
 with the restaurant. There had been past protest
at the restaurant by a small group 
condemning McDonald's as "defiler of Russia,
although both police and a restaurant 
spokeswoman doubted a connection with the group.
'The attack reflected soaring crime 
in Russia in recent years. Violent crimes have
increased 23 increase this year over last, p
olice say. Moscow, although still safer than many
world capitals, has borne the brunt of the 
increase.
The site of the blast was several yards fr
om the entrance to the McDonald's and along
the route of the queue leading to the res
taurant.
The cxplosion shattered two windows of th
e precinct No. 108 and three windows in the
apartment block directly above it. Fragments of 
a detonating fuse injured eight passers-In
mostly in the legs, Fedoseyev said.
The girl, an Afghan citizen, was wounded i
n the head and was in serious condition,
Fedoseyev said.
• Green death
Body of Greens party
founder found dead
BONN, Gennany ( AP) — Policv have found what they
believe to be the bodies of Greens party founder Petra Kelly
and her longtime companion, whose movement thrust the
environment and disarmament into mainstream politics.
The bodies, with wounds that indicated violent death.
were found at Kelly's home Monday by a neighbor who was
contacted by relatives worried after failing to hear from the
two, said police spokesman Markus belle.
Prosecutor Wolfgang Komp told reporters outside the
house in Tannenbusch, a Bonn suburb, that the bodies of
Kelly. 44, and partner Gen Bastian, 69, had been there for
"a long time," complicating identification.
' 'All possibilities were open- as to the cause of death, he
said — including murder, murder-suicide or double suicide.
The Greens formed in 1979 with a largely "countercul-
ture" constituency, but quickly became influential in na-
tional politics. As such, theirs was the world's first such
party to gain substantial public support.
Digest
• Fire
Fire guts hotel, kills 15
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) — A pre-dawn tire rage
d
6 through a hotel filled with Buddhist pilgrims in
southern Taiwan Tuesday, killing 15 people and
injuring 13 others, police said.
The blaze broke out at 2:30 a.m. and swere through 
five
stories of the seven-story Hauchi Hotel in Kaohsiung,
 215
miles south of Taipei, police said.
Police uncovered eight badly burned bodies from
 the
100
-room hotel when the fire was extineuished an 
hour
later. Six people died later in hospitals of smoke 
inhalaion,
and one other woman was killed when she jumped from a
fourth-floor window before firefighters arrived, police 
said.
Many of the victims, 311 Taiwanese, had come 
from
central Taiwan to visit a Buddhist temple in Kaohsiun
g.
Thirteen people were hospitalized for burns and 
smoke
inhalation. Firefighters used ladders to help about 20
 othr
guests to safety.
Fire Chief Liu Chang-keng said hotel workers report
the fire only after they failed to put out the blaze 
with fire
extinguishers. The delay caused the casualties. he 
said.
•••••
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• Media critique
Herman reveals media
biases last night
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
In a soft, raspy voice, Edward S. Herman
spoke on the underlying biases of the main-
stream media to a crowd of approximately
100 people last night in 120 Little Hall.
Introduced as a radical scholar with an
acerbic wit, he asked several critical ques-
tions of the media.
Who owns the media, and where do the
deep seated biases come from were his start-
ing points.
"Really big media are all big corpora-
tions, frequently multinational," he said.
According to Heiman, these corpora-
tions are profit making companies, with
actual stock values on the stock market.
Most people believe that the reporters
control the media, he said. However, it is
the people with power in the upper echelons
who are in control.
The media have gotten very cautious,
Herman said; pointing to the larger number
of safe family shows on the networks as
evidence.
Public T.V. and radio have always been
very radicle and daring, he said.
Herman said a classic example took place
during the Vietnam War, he said. Critical
observations about the United States came
from Europe and public T.V. ran the issues,
while commercial media shied away from it
According to Herman, not only do the
corporation officials and stock owners con-
trol the media, but the government also has
a piece of the pie.
The government acts on the media as a
controlling entity, a policy making entity,
and as a chief information source, he said.
"The big media have to provide incred-
ible news e C y day, and where do they get
it?" Herman asked, "From the White House.
they gravitate to the government as a source."
Herman called the media/government re-
lationship a symbiotic one. lbe media gets
information from the government, the gov-
ernment releases propaganda through the
media.
The media is also controlled, he said, by
their own reluctance to get flak from the
public and the government.
Herman made it clear that he didn't put
total blame on media reporters. He said that
the journalists have been socialized, and
that for the most part have become experts in
rationalization.
He also pointed to premises being rooted
deep enough so that the media don't look
any deeper as being a key factor of bias.
What this means, he said, is that you
accept the premises that shape the news.
He said the consequences of accepting
such premises is that you start to act like a
totalitarian press.
"The hypocrisy here is pretty mind bog-
gling," he said.
Herman also stated that the media per-
sonnel write with such assurity that they act
as if they're right on top of things, when in
reality they're being led on.
Herman said there are, however, some
conditions in which the media do well.
"Even in the worse conditions, there is
some openness," Herman said.
He said that the media is doing a good job
covering the current election, because Bush is
in trouble, and not able to force much agenda.
"Questions are being raised of Bush that
haven't been raised before," Herman said.
His answers to help clean up the press
involve support of alternative and public
media.
Herman said trying to change the large
commercial media machine would do little
good, and that a grassroots movement may
be the answer.
kirk
Author, scholar and media analyst Edward
gotten "very cautious." (Sampson photo.)
S. Herman said the media has
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, •i MEMORIAL UNION
FALL 1992
1g1VERSITY OF MAINE
Sponsored by the Marxist-Socialist Studies
Interdisciplinary Concentration with help from the
Maine Peace Action Committee and the Memoria
l Unior
THE EVOLUTION
OF A GREEN
Jonathan Carter, Green Party
candidate for Congress
(part of Environmental Awareness Week)
Brought to you by Student Activities and
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• Town rneting
Research and its role topic of Town Meeting
ey Pete. Cook
ts. • ter
The role of research in a laud grant/tea
grant unisersity was the topic of the Um -
s ervey Town Meeting. held yesterday in
the Lynch Room at the Fcgler Library
Approiumasely 40 sundaes. staff and
facuky were present to &sass the topic of
research and SS 11111110101110e it the UM s erS: -
ass obliption to do as much basic
research as we can
Ow of the biggeu points w as the ! •
tance of communication vs oh the \I _
Stase legasiature about the importance of
research at thc tMan
-The only way to apra1CgIS-
'stare is to es aluate the
out. John Dearborn of :
partment said
"We have an obligation to do as much basic
research as we can" UMaine's Peter Kleban
ty of Maine
Alan Butler and Peter DeWitt were the
facilitators of this meeting. which lasted
from 2-3 p m
Michelle Marra_ with the agricultural
department. started the discussion with a
quesaon on the oriportance of applied ver-
sus basic research
-The two are complimentary, because it
seems to me that where basic research is
initiated. one of the things that drives it is
future application.- Marra said
Others said the untsersit has to think of
basic and applied research as complimenta-
ry rather than adversarial
Peter Klehan, of the chemistry depart-
ment. said. "I ersitleS are one of the few
places where you can do basic research We
The problem of the legislature•s view
of UMaine research was discussed and
opinions were thrown around on w hy the
legislature is not well informed on this
subject_
(*Maine President Fred Hutchinson
said the people who talk to the legislature
are mostly employees who Lase become
disenfranchised from the institution
Another reason given for the problem
was the imbalance of media :overage given
to the university
Dearborn said the Bangor Da/iv News
devotes a kr( of space to campus sports. and
not enough to researth by university depart-
ments.
Anne Degan. of the Public Affairs De-
partment. agreed with Dearborn on the
Sharon Jackiw (left) stresses a point during one of UM President Fred Hutchir
son's university -Town Meetings." (Sampson photo.)
imbalance question, but said. "We have to
play the stories that Will run well with the
press"
Alison Dibble. a graduate student in plant
biology:. spoke in support of the Maine Her-
barium and its importance to the l'Maine
agricultural research student.
Other topics related to research were
discussed, such as establishing universi-
ty priorities between research and time
spent with students, cultural and sccial
research and bringing in of new facuit)
for new ideas.
After the meeting. Hutchinson said IL
was happy with the Way the meetings have
gone so far.
"Overall I'm very, very pleased.
They've been well attended. People have
participated very seriously . People listen
to each other very carefully . I feel that my
purpose in holding the meetings is being
fulfilled." he said.
Thursday Night at the Den
Featuring:
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• Child care
UMaine looks at child care prblems, solutions
By Lori Glazier
Staff Writer
With waiting lists of at least one semes-
ter for all hut one day care program on
campus, it's no wonder child care is becom-
ing a topic of more concern for students,
faculty and staff.
There seem to be two basic problems with
quality child care: finding it and affording it.
The Child Development and Learning
Center, located in Merrill Hall, offers both
kindergarten and nursery-school programs
for children age two- to five-years-old.
"We have quite a waiting list." Jeanne
Soule. head Nursery School teacher for the
Learning Centel and lecturer on child devel-
opment said.
She said the center currently has open-
ings only in the three-year old-gioup.
One of the reasons for the increased
need for child care is the changing family
structure, Soule said.
"Not as many grandparents are taking
care of the children. There are a lot more
working grandparents today." she said.
People are also not living quite so close
to their parents anymore.
"We have a more mobile society," Soule
said.
A second child care facility on campus is
the Child Study Center, run by the Depart-
ment of Psychology.
The center is open for 14-week sessions
during the fall and spring semesters.
According to Head Teacher Barhara
Guidotti, the center is full this semester.
The third child care center on campus is
the Children's Center, which provides a
variety of full-day programs for children
between six months and six years of age.
Like the Learning Center, the Children's
Center also has a very long waiting list.
Some programs the facility offers have
anywhere from a six-month to three-year
wait, according to Linda 1 Abas. child care
Admissions Coordinator for the University
Children's Center program.
But the problem is more than just finding
child care.
"Getting it is really hard. Affording it is
another issue," she said.
"Some families may want it, but can't
afford it."
The cost of staffing and issues around
running a child care center, like the cost of
providing meals and snacks, are a few fac-
tors Labas cited which can cause the price of
child care to rise.
"Costs of operating are going up and up
and up.. ."she said.
A group on campus, formed out of con-
cerns about child care, is the University of
Maine Child Care Committee.
Established in 1987. the committee was
charged with developing a long-term com-
prehensive child care plan for the university.
Its first purpose was to promote the shar-
ing of resources between all day care facil-
ities on campus and work towards expar
sion, Dale MacDonald, director for Human
Resources and chair of the committee, said
The committee, consisting of reptcser
tatives from various community membeis.
did zn official assessment of child care in
1987, and again in 1989.
In the time between the two reports. the
number of children being cared for in IrMaine
facilities doubled, MacDonald said.
She said the committee has a conceptual
plan and a site selected, but needs funds for
a new building.
"The priority is to provide some differ-
ent kinds of children's programs than we
currently do." MacDonald said.
She said the commi tee has provided
funding for a program wf ch will offer some
child care in the spring.
They would like to see this expanded to
child care during the holidays, but finances
are tight, she said.
"The committee has done well in keeping
child care concerns alive. And has been suc-
cessful in creating more slots for children.
"The committee has worked together
well in looking towards future,- she said.
"The biggest problem is that child care
on campus is directed mainly towards young-
er children and children who need care only
during the day.- Katherine Major. a non
tradition student and single parent of tv.,
school-age children said.
"What if you take night classes? It limits
what classes you can take." she said
University breaks do not always coin-
cide with childrens' school vacations.
"People with school-age children usual
ly only need 'hit or miss' babysitting," M.1
jor said.
Major said she has to find child care
services from semester to semester, which
comes down to a new babysitter every se-
mester. This makes finding child care a
continual process.
EXPLORE
11•1111
.-444aablit
The annual Study Away Fair. offering informa
tion about educe:
ootort unities around the world, will he held on 
Thursday.
October 2fIth at the University at Maine.
The fair will run from 2-Spot in the Sutton ar
id Bangor
Lounges of the Memorial Union Even, one i
nterested is
welcome to attend and hear recently returned 
student,
tell about their experiences. meet faculty adviso
r, --
watch video prementritions on some of the many
programs available
Spacial programs in the FFA Room include.
1-2:30 %Rh Abrodd'
Vtoitzng Exchange Rtuderd Panel
2 22e qr‘Dell. Abr,
34110 Life-long impact on fttudy Abroad
4-4:30 Financing Stud. Abroad
The over.s. eas programs are affordable Then. am
 ex-
.-nange programs throughout the world which a
llow
students to pay the same tuition and fees that t
hey do
here. This applies to students in all academic di
scipline-
arid at all levels, including those in graduate stu
dies r—
eamed away ran be applied to deree programs here P-
one of the hundreds of UM students who ha
ve studied nvc-
Go to the information fair to learn about the 
many opportunities
and meet returned and visiting Study Away S
tudents
The 00111ce of tetereePeneel Preview
s 100 INiereeire Pal 1111141101
Children gather at one of UMaine's chikl c
are facilities. (Sampson photo.)
"You do the best you can," she said.
Major said non-traditional student- par-
ents have different child care needs.
"These needs to be addressed. There is
an awful lot of us, but it doesn't seem like we
get our needs addressed," she said.
For those needing assistance in finding
child care services, there are places to get help.
Penquis Child Care, located on the Uni-
versity of Maine Bangor campus, has a
Resource Development Center which oper-
ates an information and referral service
"We keep information on licensed care
providers. Parents who need information
can contact the service and he matched up
with places that best meet their needs'
Nancy Isaacs. project manager of the Re-
source Development Center and Voucher
program, said.
There is a $5 fee, which is
those receiving subsidies.
To contact the Resource Development
waived for
Sec CHILD on page 7
Featuring:
ELDERBERRY JAM
t THE PSYLICYE 13/I14D
SISCER BLUE
SATURDAY NIGHT 9 PM LENGYL GYM
CASH BAR W/ I.D.
$4 or $3 with VOTER registration
Sponserecl by: College Republicans
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• Social justice
First Schonberger Lecture discusses Japan
MIT professor John Dower delivers the first annual Sc
honberger Lecture.
iampson photo.)
ATTENTION
FULL-TIME SENIORS
Announcing: THE ELIE WEESEL PRIZE
IN ETHICS Essay Contest (a nation-wide contest
sponsored by the Elie Wiesel Foundation for Humanity)
Challenges students to identify, define, and ana-
lyze contemporary ethical questions, issues or dilem-
mas, and think carefully about complex
human and social problems.
ELIGIBILITY:
ESSAY TOPICS:
PROCESS:
UM SUBMISSION
DEADLINE:
DETERMINATION
OF PRIZES:
Open only to full-time* undergraduate seniors
"The Meaning of Ethics Today: Choices,
Challenges, and Changes"
"What is the Ethical Legacy of the 20th Century?"
"Can Ethics be Taught?"
A faculty committee will review the essays. No more
than three essays may be submitted by UM to The
Elie Wiese' Foundation for Humanity.
4:30 pm Friday, December 4, 1992
The Elie VVicscl Foundation for Humanity will invite
a distinguished panel of judges to evaluate all contest
entries in this nation-wide competition. There will be
five winners: First Prize, $5,000; Second Prize, $2,000;
Third Prize, $1,500; and two Honorable Mentions,
$500 each.
For more information and a copy of the contest guideline
s, phone the
Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs at 5 8 1-1
 547.
The Elie Wiese! Foundation for Humanity was establ
ished by Elie Wiese' after
he received the Nobel prize in 1986. Its purpose: to
 advance the cause ofhuman
rights and peace by creating forums for the discussio
n of urgent ethical issues
confronting humankind. Through its programs, the
 Foundation hopes to
awaken and reinforce humane sensibilities, inform public 
opinion and influence
the thinking of decision-makers.
'Undergraduate students registered for 12 or more semester ho
urs of credit are
classified as full-time students.
By William R. Grasso
Staff Writer
The first lecture of the Howard B. Schon-
berger University of Maine Peace and So-
cial Justice Lecture Fund was held Monday
night.
The fund was established in memory of
Howard B. Schonberger, who was a profes-
sor of history at UM for 20 years, to sponsor
lectures by outstanding scholars.
Professor Jerome Nadelhaft, chair of the
history department, introduced the guest
speaker, John Dower.
"For this first lecture, we wanted to have
a speaker who knew Howard," Nadelhaft
said. "And also one whose work was close to
Howard's."
Dower is a professor of history at Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. He is the
author of "Empire and Aftermath: Yoshida
Shigeru and the Japanese Experience, 1878-
1954," and "War Without Mercy: Race and
Power in the Pacific War."
Dower' stalk, "Thinking about America.
Japan and the Cold War: a Tribute to Howard
Schonberger," was a discussion of Schon-
berger's career and beliefs.
Dower opened his lecture with a person-
al profile of Schonberger.
"You knew Howard as a colleague, teach-
er, or an activist." Dower said. "I knew him
as a friend. He was an extraordinarily unbi-
ased man who paid scrupulous attention to
detail."
Schonberger was a "revisionist histori-
an." That is, according to Dower, "a histori-
an that revised the orthodox interpretation
of the occupation of Japan. They provide a
more critical analysis in the context of Amer-
ican global policy."
Schonberger' s "radical scholarship" was
a departure from elitist scholarship; rather
than go only to govei mile/it-written, comer
vative sources for facts, Schonberger trav-
elled around the the world, studying private
collections to "build up a detailed record of
post-war Japan."
The lecture shed some light on the cur-
rent economic war the U.S. is now fighting
with Japan.
"Mainstream history treated the occupa-
tion of Japan as an unadulterated success
stor‘,." Dower said. "A story of American
benevolence, generosity and idealism."
But Dower said the truth was much dif-
ferent. While revisionists, and Schonberger,
did not deny the idealism exemplified by the
slogan "Demilitarization and Democratiza-
tion," Schonberger was concerned with the
betrayal of these ideals.
Dower said historians have a "25-year
rule." After 25 years, American Archive
documents become declassified and avail-
able to the public. Documents on the occu-
pation of Japan (1945-1952) became avail-
able in 1470; in the midst of the Vietnam
conflict.
According to Dower, these new docu-
ments showed the "abandonment of demo
cratic ideals in favor of capitalistic cold-v.01
allies."
Dower spoke of how American advi s
sors and ambassadors continuously told
the Japanese leaders they needed an export
economy. When Japan complained they
needed to break into the Chinese market,
American cold-war policy of containment
precluded trade with China. Rather than
allow trade with China, America would
give Japan "favored access" to American
patents and licenses.
During the occupation, Americans such
as General Douglas MacArthur oversaw the
writing of Japan's constitution. Article nine
of that constitution forbade Japan from ever
having a military again. Japan was to be
neutral; the "Switzerland of East Asia."
"Due to the lack of a Japanese military
after the war, the best brains all went into
civilian activities." Dower said. "To this
day, there is a real social stigma attached to
military service in Japan. They are just sick
of war."
Later, in response to cold-war realities,
the U.S. pressured Japan into forming a
military in violation of its own constitu-
tion. American cold-war policy forced the
abandonment of the "social engineering"
that was turning Japan into a democratic
nation in favor of a strong cold-war ally
Armament was a way to guarantee the
"survival of the hegemony of big busi-
ness." despite the grassroots movements to
the contrary. Japan had become a tool in the
cold-war.
The lecture provided an insight into the
ideals and philosophies of the late Howard
Schonberger and was well received by the
audience of over 100 people present
Welcome
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to our staff of professional stylists
We would like to celebrate with a special offer ,11
20% OFF
all hair services starting October 1.30
Prtogent 1194, at
A FULL SERVICE SALON
FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
S Stillwater Ave
&moor, Maine
942-5111
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GIBS DRIVING'
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It you have a Maine Drivers Permit and would like further driver's
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• Trek
Mainers going to Tanzania
to find famous meeting place
EDGECOMB. Maine (AP) — Two Main-
ers who retraced Teddy Roosevelt's 1914 trek
through a Brazilian jungle have a new project
— a 900-mile trip across Tanzania next year
Charles Haskell and Elizabeth McKnight
want to find the spot where Henry Stanley
found explorer David Li V ingstone and asked
with dramatic understatement: "Dr. Liv-
ingstone, I piesume?"
The trip by the two members of the New
Century Conservation Trust is designed to
boost tourism in Tanzania while publicizing
the problems of overpopulation, overgrg.-
ing and poaching in Africa.
In Africa, Haskell and McKnight will
meet a descendant of Livingstone's in Ujiji.
Tanzania, the lakeside town where Stanley
found Livingstone 121 years ago.
' '1 want to be able to walk up and have a
Livingstone descendant them," Haskell said.
"and doff my hat and say, 'Ms. Livingstone,
I presume?' "
Henry Stanley was a correspondent for
the New York Herald in 1869 when his boss.
James Gordon Bennett Jr., assigned him the
daunting task of tracking down David Liv-
ingstone, a Scottish missionary who was
exploring Africa.
Stanley reached Zanzibar. an island off
the Tanzanian coast, in January of 1871.
then traveled west into the interior of Africa
for nine months before catching up with the
ailing Livingstone on Nov. 10.
The result was a scoop for the Herald,
and Stanley went on to write a book, "How
I Found Livingstone."
Livingstone, who was 28 years older
than Stanley, died a year and a half after the
historic meeting.
Haskell and McKnight, who will begin
their three-month trip in August or Septem-
ber. are trying to raise $500,000 through
private and business donations, as well as
book and television rights.
*Grand theft
UMPD recovers stolen car
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
i;ie time Mark LeClair of Bangor
realized that his car had been stolen.11Maine
police had recovered it and apprehended the
thief.
At approixmately 8:30 a.m. on
Friday. Oct. 16, a concerned motorist called
the Orono police department on a cellular
telephone.
He reported a car driving haphazatdous-
ly, possible 01 1. on the 1.1M aine campus. at
which time the Orono departmcnt contacted
the UMPD.
UMaine Public Safety Officer George
Ash spotted the car and attempted to pull it
over
The car sped up, travelling down Ran-
glev Road. passing the wrong way through
the traffic island, and coming to a stop on the
side of the road.
The driver jumped out of the car, running
into the wood, leaving three passengers.
According to the passengers, they had
been hitchhiking in Howland, when they
were picked up by the driver.
The next thing they knew, they were
being pursued by the police, and he was
jumping out of the car.
Officers began beating the woods, and
the driver's description was given out to
members of Public Safety and the campus
community.
The driver was spotted on College Ave.
by the UMaine Public Safety building. An
off-duty officer, Robert Faerber, went out
and detained the suspect until Ash arrived
A search revealed a boot knife in the
driver's jacket.
The suspect ruined out to he a Bangor
juvenile, and because no egal guardian could
be contacted, he was transported to the Depart -
men t of Human Services and released to them
Let lairs Mazda RX7 was involved in
an accident while stolen. His car was re-
turned to him four days later on Monday.
Oct. 20.
Child
from page 5
Center of Penquis Child Care Services, call
941-2840.
Another option for those in need of child
care services include Commuter Services,
located on the main floor of the Memorial
Union.
Part of the Center for Student Services.
Commuter Services provides resources for
both on- and off-campus child services.
The services also provides a listing of
students who want to babysit and forms are
available to those seeking child care to fill out.
Commuter Services "acts as a central
place where people can contact each other,"
a representative of the service said.
For more information, contact Margaret
Comeau at 581-1820.
The Children's Garden, a new day care
facility in Bangor. offers full and half-day
pre-school/child care programs five days a
week, 7:30 a.m.- 5p.m.
The cost for two mornings a week is $17.
Full-time, five days a week is $75.
The Garden was established to "meet the
needs of the parents," and is more than "just
habysittnng." Bethany Aronow , early child-
hood coordinator of the Chi kiren ' sGarden said.
"The Children's Garden offers all kinds
of options," Aronow said.
Those interested in more information
about the Children's Garden can contact
Aronow at 947-0366, ext. 364.
STEVENS
November 3, 1992
• December 1992 UM Graduate
• Former Paralegal at Student
Legal Services
• Former intern in Washington
office of Senator George Mitchell
• New Student Orientation Le
ader
at UM
• Our University needs an advocate
in Augusta
• This advocate must carry our voice
• Kathleen Stevens knows that
cutting education is not the
solution
• The diverse interests of the
University Community are vital—
respect these interests with proper
and complete representation
MAINE STATE LEGISLATURE
Authorized an pa tOr by the committee to elect 
Strvenc hret, Fiabfr, Treasurer
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• Homosexuality
Gay B&B scandaliz. Jes
Kentucky town, tamilies
RUSSELJ.V1LLE, Ky. (AP) — linuny
Cates. and the man he loves, have become
the scandal of his hometown.
For three years, residents were content to
gossip about Cates and Jim Turner. But that
all changed when they learned ot plans to
turn Cates' hilltop chateau into a men-only
bed-and-breakfast
The gay couple have become the subject
of sermons, harassment and death threats.
Now, Cates says he can never go back —
to his church, to friends he grew up with or
even to his family.
reconciled himself to his homosexuality
in 1989.
"It would have been OK if we'd kept
everything quiet. up here in the trees and out
of sight and not brought in any more of 'our
kind,— said Turner. 34, who met Cates at a
gay bar in Nashville, Tenn., and moved in
with him in 1989.
Despite threats, the couple say they plan
to open the bed-and-breakfast as soon as
they obtain a state license and health permit.
A security guard questions all who ap-
proach Stone Mountain.
"NU- perSOnal ;icy,' is 0-ads is immnral_ but they
have their rights" Mayor Ken Smith
"They're pail of the persecution against
me row, everybody but my real mother."
the 39-year-old Cates said of his estrange-
ment from his devout Methodist father, his
four brothers and two sisters.
Gay-bashing graffiti has been spray-
painted on the asphalt ribbon snaking a
quarter mile uphill toward Cates' house.
Effigies have been hanged from the oaks
and maples along the private roadside.
Expletives are left on the answering ma-
chine.
"They's e had their suspicions all along
about me." said Cates. a cabinetmaker
who was married four times and has two
daughters. ages 11 and 18. He said he
Cates' father says his son was a good-
hearted child who grew up in the church.
"We still love him. but ..." J.G. Cates
said. his voice trailing off. "He goes his way-
and I go mine. He was a part of this family
until he chose this lifestyle.-
Family. members and friends pray Cates
will renounce his homosexuality and recon-
cile with them. "In something like this. God
will take care of everything." his father said.
Radio talk shows have pi oduced a stream
of people angry that Fay lifestyles are being
practiced in Russellville. Some callers say
children will he at risk; others say- they.
worry the tow-n of 8.500 residents will be-
come a vacation spot for homosexuals.
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• Sanborn
Girl to be key witness in
Portland murder case
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) — A home-
less girl '.ho witnessed the knife slaying of
Jessica Lea Briggs along the Portland water-
front will play a key role in the state's case
against the man accused of murdering her, a
prosecutor says.
Hope Cady. who was 13 at the time of the
killing. will take the stand at the trial of
Anthony Sanborn. Assistant Attorney Gen-
era! Pamela Ames told jurors in opening
arguments Monday.
Testimony resumed Tuesday. in Cum-
berland County Superior Court.
Cady. now 16 and living in a foster
home. waited nearly two years before tell-
ing authorities about what she had seen
because she was afraid, Ames said.
The witness heard Briggs, 16, and San-
born arguing. then watched as Sanborn
stabbed and slit the throat of the girl at the
Maine State Pier. Ames said.
"They argued. He grabbed her by the hair.
He stabbed her a bunch of times. He stabbed
her 11, maybe 12 times.- Ames told jurors.
But defense attorney Neale Duffett of
Portland said the state doesn't have evi-
dence to prove Sanborn committed the slav-
ing. He said his client is innocent.
"He didn't do it. It's as simple as that.-
Duffel told mrors.
Sanborn, 20. of Portland. is charged with
murder for the slaying on May 14, 1989.
Briggs' body was discovered the neat day by
police divers underneath the Maine State Pier.
Sanborn was 16 at the time of the slav-
ing, but a judge ruled that he should be tried
as an adult. If convicted, the maximum
penalty for murder is life imprisonaaa
The maximum penalty if convicted as a
juvenile is detention until age 21.
Ames said a second teen-ager. Mich-
elle Lincoln, will play a role in the statea
case. Lincoln traveled with Sanborn e
Virginia Beach. Va., four days after the
slaying, she said.
Another key witness will be Sanboncs
former roommate. Gerard Rossi. 41. a ha has
told police that Sanborn admitted to the shy-
ing on three separate occasions. Arne, said.
The prosecutor said Sanborn fled to Flor-
ida with Rossi because he didn't W ant to be
charged in the case.
Defense attorneys Duffett and Edwin
Chester made a motion to dismiss the charg-
es because police delayed turning over a
tape in which Rossi made contradicaary
statements.
Rossi initially told police in Florida that
Sanborn never admitted killing the girl.
,.en, I'm telling you the tratla He never told
me,- Rossi said.
A day later. Rossi told Portland police
detectives that Sanborn told him three times
about the slaying, the last time in detail.
Duffett told jurors the story that will he
revealed during the trial will involve drugs
and unsavory characters. and he urged illrarS
to keep an open mind throughout the case.
"You're not going to see a solid stream
of bank presidents or priests or people like
that.** he said.
Ney ertheless. Duffett said the eight of
the evidence will show that Sanborn didn't
commit the slaying.
• Guns
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including AK-47s, in Eliot
ELIOT. Maine (API Police seized 18 
to 20 automatic weapons including AK-47
assault rires while responding on domestic
call, authorities said Monday.
Ronald Brown. 35. of Eliot was charged
with possession of firearms by a felon after
police discovered three AK-47s. several
Chief Charles DeGuisto.
The weapons were discovered when po-
lice responded to a call from a woman who
wanted an escort to remove personal items
from Brown's house. DeGuisto said. The
woman said she vv, as fearful because Brown
had v. eapons. he said.
Thompson machine guns and upward of Authorities were unsure why Brown had
1.500 rounds of ammunition, said Police
MAINE CENTER
Solumfor C:crober 24 • fiti)irr
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the w eapons, including several M-1 carbines.
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Author talks about her sea kayaking adventures
By Nhchel!e Ashmore
Staff Writer
On Friday, approximately 30 sea kayak-
ers crawled out of the woodwork to hear
Tamsin Venn, editor of Atlantic Coastal
Kayaker, speak about and show slides of her
trip to Newfoundland.
"It's the last frontier," Venn said. "We
could land anywhere because their was no
issue ()I-private ownership. The whole place
is yours."
This Adventure in Residence Program,
sponsored by Campus Living and Maine
Bound, was the second of four planned pro-
grams.
The speaker for each program stays in
residence halls and eats in the dining com-
mons. Director of Campus Living Scott
Anchors said.
Venn is the author of Sea Kayaking Along
the New England Coast, co-author of The
Faunal Remains from Arroyo Hondo Pueb-
lo. and has written for Ski Magazine, The
Boston Globe. and New Engli..nd Living.
Anchors invited Venn to speak at the
University of Maine in return for having a
story he wrote about kayaking printed.
"Sea kayaking is a great outdoor recre-
ational sport," Venn, who has been sea kay
aking for six years, said.
The rhost dangerous thing sea kayakers
encounter in Newfoundland is hypothermia.
There are many places to kayak on the
...oast of Maine. Venn suggests all sea k.ay-
akers take a course in basic rescue and pad-
dling.
There are some initial expenses, kayak.
I=M1=11111, 
4. Prison
Inmates move
into 'The Max'
WARREN. Maine (AP) — Eleven in-
mates Tuesday are spc nding their first full day
as the charter residents of the states new
maximum-security prison. a high-tech com-
pound where smoking and contact visits are
banned.
Prison officials hand-picked the first res-
idents of the Maine Correctional Institution-
Warren from the segregation unit at the Maine
State Prison in nearby Thomaston. said state
Corrections Commissioner Donald Allen.
"They posed the greatest threat to the
orderly functioning— of the older prison,
which holds more than 400 inmates.
The Warren prison is a state-of-the-art
compound where computer-linked gates.
fences and door.; control access to the 100
hignest-security (.411s in Maine. Nith!3_,Pf.0
"The Max." among the states penal profes-
sionals. it could have opened as early as last
spring but remained in limbo until now be-
cause of a lack of money and some unfin-
ished construction work. Allen said.
Allen said the first prisoners. hound in
nan&ufls and kg irons. werc transferred Mon-
day- in grrxips of one or two at a time. He sa
id
he anticipates moving eight to 12 addition
al
inmates to the Warren prison by next week.
Officials at the 'Thomaston prison said
last month that inmates had been on their
hest behavior this summer in hopes that they
would not be selected for the new prison.
Inmates at the Warren prison will spend
most of their time confined to their 13-by-
six-foot cells. Neither smoking nor dir
ect
contact with visitors is permitted.
paddle and safety devices are essentials
Venn's main purpose in traveling to
Newfoundland was to see if there was any
chance of developing eco-tourism. she said.
Newfoundland would like to create some-
thing like the Maine Island Trail. Venn said.
There are thousands of islands surround-
ing the mainland, she said. Great Bay Island
is home to the largest seabird and puffin
colony in the North Atlantic. This is what
She N isited first.
"I thought it would be totally barren and
ice-coated," Venn said. "but what I found
was a rich, beautiful country side with many
aterfalls."
"The launches are great there," she said.
"And, you can park anywhere. No one pays
attention to cars that are pal ked there for
days."
There are many sea caves and arches in
Newfoundland. She showed a slide of a sea
cave which looked like a long throat from
the inside. Other caves look like cathedrals.
"I was amazed at how much fish there
were," Venn said.
She later learned that on the east coast,
there is a moratorium on cod fishing for two
years.
This makes it very tough for bigger fish-
ing villages to survive. Venn said.
She described the variety wildlife in
Newfoundland. including humpback whales,
bald eagles and thousands of jellyfish. The
country also has many icebergs.
"Some of the paddling is unsettling,"
Venn said.
There were days when the crew couldn't
go out because of the high winds, she said.
On those days they would explore inland
areas.
They visited a lighthouse built in the
1830s, and one on top of a 2,000 foot bluff
and pastel painted fishing villages.
"One village still spoke Elizabethan En-
glish and had folk music that had been
preserved over hundreds of years." Venn
said.
They visited the table lands, where "you
can still see was on the ocean floor," moun-
tains with flat tops with lakes and wildlife on
the plateaus and land-locked fjords.
The party also visited the site where the
Moors landed in 1000 A.D. and reconstruct-
ed huts had been built.
Venn suggested dropping in on the Sea-
side Restaurint.
"It's the best place I've ever been. I
stvear," she said.
There is a sea kayaking group develop-
ing at Maine Bound and Anchors said it is
planning spring trips.
"We'll feed your growing obsession en-
thusiastically," he said.
The single biggest reason
not to go to the library
Thursday might
We're bringing the library to you.
At least that's how it's going to seem on Thursday, October 22nd,
when several members of your university faculty spend their evening
in the buildings of East & West Campus, participating in our 1992
East/West Campus "Faculty Sleep-Over."
Currently scheduled to participate in this program are:
Professor David Batuski (Physics); Professor Walter McDougall
(Education}, Professor John Field (Electrical Engineering); Associate
Dean Paula Petrik (Arts & Humanities), Ruth Nadeihaft (Director of the
Honors Program); and Dean Leslie Flemming (Arts & Humanities).
All the members of Campus Living extend their warmest welcome to
these distinguished guests, and invite the residents of the East & West
residence halls to take advantage of this opportunity — offer them
your comments, ask them questions, seek their advice.
Because it's not often you find a professor living on your section.
V.
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Family values?
Michael Timberlake
I was walking down the street the other day, trying to d
e-
cide just what it is they're talking about when they say "family
values.- I could only partly define this by looking withi
n my
 
I own family, so 1 decided to ask questions of my neighbors.
The Underwings are known around town as a won
derful
family. Their kids get only the best grades in school, Mr. 
Underwing is the
respected manager of a department store, and his wife is a
 hardworking
housemother—devoting years of her life to seeing that her 
children are
raised properly. - .
Mr. Underwing was raking leaves whertI found him. I ask
ed him what made
his family so strong.
He had obviously been thinking about this question alread
y because the an-
swer was on the tip of his tongue. "The world is a crazy pl
ace these days. As a
parent I see it as my duty to protect my children from things 
around them that
might damage their growing years."
Then I turned around to see Mr. DeClario retrieving his mail. S
o I asked
him what he thought about raising kids these days. His idea
s were quite differ-
ent from Mr. Underwing's. He said, "'There are a lot of s
urprises in the world
these days. As a parent all I can do is teach my children to be 
ready for these
surprises."
Mr. Underwing broke back into the conversation. "Sometimes 
we need to be
strict with our kids because if they associate with the wrong c
rowds now, it
could be detrimental to them their whole lives. If they're allowe
d to hang out
with future criminals now, then they could be in jail with them in a few years
."
Mr. DeClario responded, "But it is equally important that we giv
e our chil-
dren a set of videlines for right and wrong that they can follow
 their whole
lives. If my kids can learn to make decisions on their own that a
ren't harmful to
themselves or others, then they'll be alright in any situation."
With their comments tucked under my belt. I began walking up the
 street to-
ward my own home. Who was right? It seemed that the Underwing
 family was
based on sheltering their children from a world that could often be 
cruel. On the
other hand the DeClarios wanted to supply their children with the 
too; to cope
with that same cruel wot Id— one that they were already a part of
The thoughts bounced in my mind all night as I weighed the pros a
nd cons of
each set of values. I tried to decide the importance of each and whethe
r there
was a point in between that would be more beneficial to my own futur
e family.
The next morning while I was walking back down the street that separ
ated
the two families, I was shocked to see the Underwing home consumed
 in flames.
The Underwings were in the street crying. and Little Johnny Underwi
ng and Lit-
tle Billy DeCiario were talking to the police officer. I overheard their 
story:
Little Billy. knowing the value and the awesome power of the match, had
given one to his good friend Little Johnny, who was completely sheltered
 from
the danger of the match. Both boys learned about their family values t
he hard
way when Little Johnny accidently lit the match and burned his house 
down
Surveying the charred walls and smoking embers, I had to wonder ho
w this
could have been stopped. Who was right and who was wrong?
Michael Timberlake is a junior English major who wants to he sure tha:
nothing of value can ever be said about him in one sentence.
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• Tickets
Hockey ticket hell
It's no secret the University of
Maine's hockey team has one of the best
lineups in the cou ntry. This season prom-
ises to be exciting and successful. Hock-
ey games are the most popular athletic
entertainment on campus. Students like
to support and cheer on the team, and the
team needs the support of its peers.
Unfortunately, students wait almost
longer in line for tickets than the game lasts.
Now that Alforld has been expanded,
there are 500 more seats available to stu-
dents. This is ono step in the right direction.
Another positive step is the foundation of the
Blue Line Club, a hockey fan club, which
allows 200 students entry into home games
without the hassle of waiting for tickets. Blue
line members must wearthe "official- sweat-
shirts, attend every game or find a substitute
fan and be obnoxiously noisy at the games.
All in all, not a had swap.
What about the rest of us who are
true fans but don't have the time to
commit to an organized club?
This year, there are only three sat-
ellite ticket distribution locations: the
Union, Hilltop Commons and Stodder
Commons. The times for distribution
are 9 a.m. (at the Union) and 2:12.0 p.m.
(at both commons) on distribution dates.
Both when and where the tickets are
handed out are confusing and inconve-
nient for many students. There are ways
of improving the process.
It's also frustrating for some stu-
dents when tickets for two series of
games are handed out at once. If a fan
can't get to the ticket distribution loca-
tion in time to get tickets, they miss out
on four games in a row.
How about giving each residence hall
a set amount of tickets for each game? Hall
governing boards could set up a system so
no one could complain about preferential
treatment when tickets are distributed?
Why not give some tickets to campus
leaders or academic honor societies?
True, not everyone will be pleased,
no matter what is done. Surely, someone
can think up a better way to get tickets to
students. It's the students who provide
the most support and deserve to be there.
• Gun control
Whys pulling the trisiger?
Yesterday, an Last Holden man was
convicted for holding up the Old Town Shop
`N Save. Not only did he take money from
three cash registers, hut for his get away he
influenced a woman in the parking lot to give
hint her car keys. lie did not woo her with his
manly charm, he pointed a gun at her.
An incident such as this brings up the
question as to who should be allowed to
own guns. With hunting season in progress,
the debate becomes even more explosive.
There is obviously a difference be-
tween hunting and holding up a grocery
store, but who really knows what a gun
will be used for once it leaves the store?
One would hope they would never have to
look down the wrong side of a gun, but in
a world as unstable as ours, thee are no
guarantees a gun will be used for the
"right" reasons. Some would argue that
there are no reasons which are acceptable.
Everyone is entitled to their opinions,
but it would seem that not everyone should
have a gun. Limits should be placed as to
what kind of guns can be sold and to whom.
People wit-i obvious mental deficien-
cies should ixx be allowed to purchase fire-
arms of any sort. People should be able to he
in public places without having to wonder if
the person behind them is packing a piece.
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OCTOBER 21 TO OCTOBtF,
TODAY!
Gregory
Corso
Reads His Poetry
8:00 p.m.
101 Neville Hall
Free Admission
All Welcome
Sponsored by:
Comprehensive Fee
The Eliot Fund
The English Department
Guest Lecture Series
Off-Campus Board
The Soup Kitchen
Wednesday!
Jessie
Trlrnriiciok.....rvokyal
Speaks at Lengyel m:
Rebuild America
Rally to be held
Today, Noon
Sponsored by the Democratic
National Committee
National Rainbow Coalition Voter
Outreach Project and the Campus
Democrats
hliETING
MOVIE
SPEAKER
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21
Sharing Circle for Healing Racism 0 For tho
se interested in healing their own racism 0 Memorial
Union 1912 Room 0 1100 am. 0 Every 
Wednesday 0 Sponsored by the Bahai Club
Rear Window 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 
Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 0 12:00 noon 0 Sponsored by
The Union Board
Whv Canada Isn't the United States 0 A Distinguished 
Lecture by Duncan Camercn, editor of the
Canadian Forum and professor of political science. 
University of Ottawa 0 Maine Center for the Arts,
Bodwell Dining Area 0 12:00 noon
EVENT UM's Waste Management Programs, 
part of me Environmental Awareness Luncheon Series 0
Presented by Dan Stirrup and Scott Wilkerson and Chris Maio 
0 Memorial Union Lown Room 0 12:00
noon
SPEAKER Niusica Fernina, A Lecture by the Artists 0 P
resentation by Kristan Aspen and Janna MacAuslan 0
Pan of the Women in the Cumculum Lunch Series 0 Memorial Union
 Bangor Lounge 0 12:15-1:30 p.m.
SPEAKE R
MEETING
MEETING AA meeting 0 Memorial Union Old Town Room 0 4:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
Being Gay and Franco-American: Inhabiting a Dual Identity, Joseph Nadeau of the Wilde-Stein
Club 0 Part of Breaking The Silence: A Series Exploring Neglected Dimensions of the Franco American
Experience 0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0 3:15 p.m
MEETING
Group Study sessions 0 Study Skill Series 0 Memorial Union North Bangor lmunge 0 3:15 p.m.
Student Alumni Association 0 Crossland Alumni Center across from Alfond 0 6:00 p.m. 0 Every
Wednesday
MEETING Circle K Meeting 0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0 6:30 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
EVENT Environmental Career Forum, part of Environmental Awareness Week 0 Presentations from four
environmental fields 0 100 Nutting Hall 0 7:00-9:00 p.m.
MEETING The Journey to Law School, Pre-Law Advisor. Professor Eugene Mawhinney and Attorney Gregory P.
Dorn 0 Pre-Law Society O Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0 7:00 p . m .
MEETING The Union Board Committee 0 Entertainment 0 7:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
MEETING Biology Club 0 Open to all students interested in Biology 0 Deering Hall 101c 0 7:00 p.m. 0 Every
Wednesday
EVENT One-Night-Stand Coffee Break with David Andrew 0 Memorial I nion Damn Yankee 0 8:00 p.m. 0
Sponsored by The Union Board
PERFORMANCE Gregory Corso reads his poetry 0 101 Neville Hall 08:00 p.m
EVENT
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 22
Recycled Products Vendor Fair 0 Offered by UN's Waste Management Program 0 Memorial Union
Lo wn Room 09:00-4:00 p in
MEETING Alanon 0 Memorial Union Old Town Room 0 11:00 a.m. 0 Every Thursday
SPEAKER The Evolution of a green by Jonathan Carter 0 Socialist & Marxist Luncheon Series o Memorial
Union Bangor Lounge 0 12:00 p.m
The Soup Kitchen
Serving fine vegetarian meals
Now at the damn yankee
Monday
-Thursday
Open 5:00-6:30 p.m.
TT
SPEAKER
MEETING
SPEAKER
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
1
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EVENT
MEETING
MOVIE
EVENT
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SPORTS
MOVIE
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111U RS DAY, OCTOBER 22 (CONT)
SPEAKER
MEETING
SPEAEE R
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
French Peoples of North America: Who Are They/We? 0 Part of UM' s Canada Week celebration
featuring two lectures: The Constitutional Status of Quebec by Laurent Cardinal and Quebecois,
Acadian, Cajun and Franco-American Identities: Relevance to Maine Classrooms by Etheile Lord
Ames 0 Maine Center for the Arts Bodwell Dining Area 0 3:15-5:30 p.m.
Spanish Club 0 207 Little Hall 0 3:15 p.m
Tricks & Techniques to Achieve Better Grades 0 Super Learning Presentation by Dr. Folsom 0 110
Little Hall 04:00 p.m. 0 Sponsored by Air Force ROTC and Scabbard & Blade
The Maine Peace Action Committee 0 10 Maples 0 4:00 p.m. 0 Every Thursday
OCB/Ram's Horn Committee 0 Ram's Horn 0 5:00 p.m.
Look at Us, Who Are They, What Are They Doing 0 American Indians at Maine Meeting 0 Memorial
Union North & South Room 0 6:00 p.m.
Adult Children of Alcoholics OCutler Health Center 0 6:00-7:00 p.m. 0 Every Thursday
Sobriety and Recovery from Alcohol and Other Drugs 0 Cutler Groups 0 For those stud
ents who
want additional support during discontinuing alcohol and other drugs 0 Cutler Counselin
g Center 0
6:00-7:00 p.m. 0 Every Thursday
MEETING Wilde-Stein Club 0 Interested in discussing gay, lesbi
an, bisexual issues and planning gay, lesbian,
bisexual activities 0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 06:30 p.m. 0 Every Thurs
day
PERFORMANCE Musics Femina's Concert Informance 0 An introdu
ction to women's music from 1700 to the present
by Janna MacAuslan. classical guitar, and ICristan Aspen, flute 0 101 
Neville Hall 0 7:00 p.m.
MOVIE Rope 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 Memorial Uni
on Nutter Lounge 0 7:00 p.m. 0 Sponsored by The Union
Board
EVENT Information Night 0 The Organization of Hono
r Students is sponsoring an Information Night to answer
questions about Honor Portfolios, Honor Thesis, Senior Reading 
List, etc. 0 Free to all interested
refreshments will be served 0 Honors Center Library 07:00 p.m.
EVENT
MEETING
MOVIE
EVENT
Soup Kitchen Dinner Dance 0 Damn Yankee 07:00-12:00 p.m
.
Campus Crusade For Christ 0 Memorial Union North Ba
ngor Lounge 0 7:30 p.m. 0 Every Thursday
Whitnail and! 0 As the 60's come crashing down, two f
ellows decide to take a trip on the edge of
excessiveness 0 Ram's Honi 07:30 p.m
An Evening or Music and poetry 0 Theta chi soiree o 371 College Ave. 0 8:00 
p.m.
PERFORMANCE The Foreigner Mame Mas:4ue 0 K
link Auditorium 0 8:00 p.m 0 Admission
MEETING
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 23
Overeaters Anonymous 0 Memona! Union O
ld Town Room 0 12:00 noon 0 Every Friday
EVENT Blues with Willy Kelly, Mike
 Bennett & Bob Roman 0 T.G.I.F 0 M
emorial Union
Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0 12:15 
p.m. 0 Sponsored by The Union Board
rt KroKMANCE The Foreigner Maine 
Masque 0 Hauck Auditorium 0 2:0e p.m. and 
800 p.m. 0 Admission
MEETING
SPORTS
MOVIE
Inter Christian Varsity Fellowship 0 Large
 Group Meetings 0 Memorial Union Ba
ngor Lounge 0e
Every Friday at 7:00 p.m.
UMaine he Hockey V.S. Providence 0 
Alfond Arena 0 TOO p.m.
Rear Window 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 
Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 0 7:00 p.m.
PERFORMANCE Le Groupe Eritage 0 
French-Canadian Folk 0 Memorial Union 
Damn Yankee 07:30 p.m.
The Coffeeshop
in the Union
Now Located on the third f70or
in the Ford Room
UMaine BlackBear Ice Hockey
starts the season against
Providence on Friday October
23 at 7:00
• rf
American Red Cross Blood Drive
All Day at the Memorial Union
On Monday, October 20
Help give your valuable resource!
Monday Night
Football
At the
Bears Den
Win Prizes!
EVENT
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
Health In Our Hands 0 Women's 
Health Conference 0 Keynote 
speaker, Wendy Chapkis
concerning Breast Cancer, Herbs for 
the Menstrual Cycle, Reproduc
tive Techniques.
Menopause, Women and HIWAIDS/PMS
, Lesbian Sexuality, Abortion, etc 
0 Memorial
Union Damn Yankee 0 All Day Even
t
SPORTS UMaine Ice Hocke
y V.S. Providence 0 Alfond Arena 
0 7:00 p.m. 0 Admission
PERFORMANCE The Foreigner 0 Ma
ine Masque 0 Hauck Auditonum 0
 8:00 p.m. 0 Admission
PERFORMANCE New Age Pianist, 
George Winston in concert 0 Maine 
Center for the Arts 0 8100 p.m. 0
EVENT
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2.5
Daylight Savings Time 0 Turn the clocks 
back an hour
i.ERFORMANCE The Foreigner 0 Maine Mas
que 0 Hauck Auditorium 0 2:00 p.m 0 
Admission
MONDAY, OCTOBER 26
EVENT Blood Drive 0 American Red Cro
ss 0 Memorial Union Lown Room 0 All Day
MOVIE Fright Night 0 No Popcorn C
inema 0 Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 0 12:00 p
.m. 0
Sponsored r) The Union Board
MEETING Single Parent Support Group 0 Me
morial Union 1912 Room 0 12.10 p.m. 0 Every Mond
ay
MEETING Maine Annual Club 0 Library of 
Rogers Hall 0 for more into. caii Fiona B anu off ("
P.M.
MEETING Student Environmental Actio
n Coalition 0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0 6:3
0 p.m 0
Every Monday
SP EWE R Wendy Chapkis 0 Author 
of Beauty Secrets: 1-Vorne,i and the Politics of Appearanc
e 0 Part
of the Women's Resource Center Series 0 101 Nei lie Ha
ll 0 7:00 p.m.
EVENT Monday Night Football at the Bea
r's Den 0 Win your own football party pack: a case of
chips, a ca of chips, soda, two dozen hot dogs and rolls. A hot d
og, chips and a soda for a
MEETING
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27
National Abortion Rights Action League (NAR AL) 0 Fernald Hall, Women's Re
source
Center 04:30 p.m.
EVENT Maine Review Poetry Reading 0 Ram's Horn
 0 7:30 p.m
Editor: John Redford VOLUME VI, ISSUE VI Graphic Edit
or: Tim Carrier
The Campus &fel is a service provided by ASAP Media Services to the students at
 the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational and sp
iritual
programs. It offers free listings of all student-related events and activities. If you have some
thing
going-on, take advantage of our services! Write date, time, place of event, cost if any, and
 short
description of event. Also attach your organization name and number. Send all submiss
ions to:
The Campus Crier, 16 Chadborne Hall or call at 581-4359. The deadline is the Friday be
fore
the listings appear.
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liticaIN * Bush agressive in last debate; Clinton still ahead• Presidential candidates speak about voter registration
Ii
Presidential debate
ush more agressive rn uthate; maynot
R. Mears
P Special Correspondent
EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Bill
linton is emerging from an intense eight
vs of televised campaign debat.es with his
over President Bush unshaken. The Dem-
-ratic challenger won what he needed in the
iree Great Debates of 1992 — and the em-
Wed president has two weeks to find anoth-
comeback route.
Bush was more aggressive in the Monday
sght finale than in the first two debates,
feting trust as his issue and hammenng his
ge that Clinton has a pattern of shifting,
avenng positions. It wasn't new business,
t his managers claimed it was working to
eir advantage.
Clinton countered that the president was
.11 believable on trust because he'd shifted
I. own positions on issues ranging from
'.es to farm export subsidies.
Without a decisive moment or winner in
ie final debate, there was no sign that it
ould shift the public polls running hezvily in
linton's favor. A CBS News poll put it at 15
reentage points, in ABC survey at 18, both
hefore the last debate.
Campaign controversy
ash says all
mo, papers out
ATLAN 1 A ( AP)— President Bush said
uesaay that "every single paper" relat-
g to a critical July 25, 1990, meeting
ween Saddam Hussein and a U.S. am-
sador had been turned over to Congress
or review.
Bush made the comment following in-
ependent Ross Perot's demand in Mon-
ay night's debate that the president re-
ease any written instructions diplomat
pnl Glaspie received before the meet-
ng.
"Every single paper, including the
ecretary of state's notes, which is un-
recedented, was taken up to the United
tates Congress and looked at in detail.'
ush said during a campaign stop in At-
anta.
He said White House chief of staff James
Baker III, who was secretary of state at
e time, explained that to Perot after the
ehate.
Perot "said he hadn't known that." Bush
id The preaident added. "so I hope that
tie is cleared up."
Democrat Bill Clinton, meanwhile, said
fter a jog today in Ypsilanti. Mich.. that
erot had "done a good job of hitting Mr.
ush on Iraq.. .He was extremely critical of
Ir. Bush last night. That was the thing that
urpnsed me most."
Perot repeatedly accused the Bush ad-
inistration of building up Saddam in the
oliths leading up to the Persian Gulf War.
He also said a stated reluctance to be-
ome involved in Iraq's border dispute with
await was an invitation to Saddam to take
northern part of Kuwait.
Monday night called that "ab-
lutely absurd.•'
•
No presidential candidate has °vete& in.: poll-
ing odds like those this late in a campaign, and
even Republican gratep sts tempered theirclairns
of a coming turnaround with acknowledgments
that time is running short.
In the end, the three, three-way debates —
independent Ross Perot was the extra contes-
tant — provided a close-up national look at
the candidates, but did not markedly change
the race.
Perot remained the cantankerous outsider.
the "cur dog here," he said Monday night,
barking at both nominees with lines that bit
hardest at Bush. and promoting his own TV
series, in paid campaign broadcasts. He said
he was spending $60 million of his own
money to run.
For all that, debate that counted was be-
tween the major party contestants for the
White House. and in that match. Bush hit
stride in the windup. Time and again he turned
the debate back to his line of attack, saying
Clinton can't be trusted because he shifts
positions and tries to take all sides.
"There is this pattern that has plagued him
... about trying to have it both ways on all these
issues," Bush said. He'd gone after Clinton
on that before,
ou can't turn the White House into the
waffle house," he'd said in the Richmond,
Va., debate Thursday night. He'd raised it in
the St. Louis opener on Oct. 11. Vice Presi-
dent Dan Quayle hammered it in his debate
with Sen. Al Gore, Clinton's running mate,
saying the Democratic candidate "has trou-
ble telling the truth."
Bush wasn't quite that confrontational. but
he was on the offensive.
Campaign advisor James Lake said the
trust issue had showed signs of success for
Bush after the St. Louis debate, and more
headway after Quayle toughened it in the
Atlanta Nice presidential debate. But Lake
said Bush's campaign polls showed a stall
after the Richmond debate where, he ac-
knowledged, Clinton scored best.
He said the East Lansing aim was to get
back to trust as an issue, and to make that the
target the rest of the way.
But the president's perilous situation
showed in his schedule: he was heading
South, to hunt votes in territory that had been
reliably Republican and now tends toward
Clinton. And Clinton was going West later
this week, to appear in states that had been
out of Democratic reach; in part. his final
• Presidential debate
Mainers differ on Bush's
last debate performance
By Pcter JaCkson
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — The ques-
tion of who won the final presidential de-
bate of 1992 may' not be resolved in Maine
until Election Day.
One Democratic observer said Presi-
dent Bush proved that his campaign, which
the latest national polls showed trailing
Democrat Bill Clinton by gaps approach-
ing 20 percentage points, is "at the end 
of
the line."
"He had to have a maanificent show-
ing, and it was a C-plus performa
nce."
said Kenneth P. Hayes, a political s
cience
professor at the University of Maine 
in
Orono and a one-time congressional 
can-
didate.
Rut Gov. John R. McKernan. c
hairman
of the Bush-Quayle campaign in 
Maine,
and state GOP Chairman E
dward S.
O'Meara both gave the president 
high
marks for forcefulness and candor
 during
the 90-minute debate with Cl
inton and
independent Ross Perot.
O'Meara cited Bush's admission 
that
he erred in breaking his n
o-neve taxer
pledge as the kind of plain talk 
that wins
votes.
"I think that's the kind of talk 
people
w ant to hear," he said. "It's r
are in politics
when you hear someone say 
he's made a
mistake and that he's learned f
rom it."
McKernan said Bush "drew the ki
nd of
contrasts that his campaign has 
to draw if
they're going to start to close th
e gap." by
arguing persuasively against 
higher taxes
and the need to control spending.
"I think he's really starting to hit his
stride now.. .His passion is now coming
through,- McKernan said.
But neither McKernan nor O'Meara
portrayed the debate as a watershed in the
election campaign.
"I don't think that anybody made a
huge mistake that was really a defining
event," said McKernan, predicting that
post-debate polling would show "creep-
ing incrementalism" favoring the incum-
bent.
"It's never a lost a cause. You have to
play out all the cards here," especially in
such a volatile election year, the governor
said.
"Obviously," he added, "it would be
nice to be getting close to single digits by
the last week ''
O'Nliaaa. said Bach has "pot to spend
the next two weeks talking like he did
tonight" if he hopes to win the election.
"It's going to be tough. The president's
going to have to come from behind, but it's
not insurmountable," he said.
Janet Martin. an associate professor of
government at Bowdoin College, said
Clinton was the clear winner of all three
debates.
On Monday night. he displayed "a real
confidence ... a real forcefulness" that
builds voter confidence.
On technical subjects like fuel-efficien-
cy standards for cars, or politically charged
topics like the prospect of 'a commercial
banking crisis. "he really worked to edu-
cate voters. to reassure voters," she said.
help him
campaign missions will seek to bolster the
rest of the ticket, particularly Senate and
House candidates.
He's looking for a mandate on Nov. 3, with
margins and alliances that would help a newly
elected president persuade Congress to do
things his way next year.
Clinton had said that was one reason he
wanted debates, to put his programs before
the widest possible audiences. The debates
got that, 80 million and up.
For Clinton, as for challengers before,
debating the president meant standing on an
equal footing, closing the stature gap that
sometimes goes to the man in the White
House. Even though he leads the polls, he's
the lesser known to the voters.
None produced major breakthroughs for
either side, none produced major blunders by
any of the candidates. Since it was Bush who
needed a campaign turnaround, that was to
Clinton's advantage.
Time is almost up, as Bush noted w hen he
asailed Clinton's record as governor of Arkan-
sas where, he said, things are "lowest of low."
"You haven't heard me mention this be-
fore, but we're getting close now," the pres-
ident said. "and I think it's about time."
• !ssuec
Candidates talk
about voter
rec9 str ition
Editor's note: The Associated Press asks
the Bush and Clinton campaigns for their
stands on an issue each weekday and assem-
bles their responses. Ross Perot's views are
adapted from his campaign book, "United
We Stand."
WASHINGTON (AP) — Here are the
views of the presidential candidates on
the question: To improve voter turnout,
should states be required to automatical-
ly register people to vote when they ap-
ply for drivers' licenses or for govern-
ment benefits such as unemployment
compensation?
Bush: "While I strongly support increas-
ing voter participation in the electoral pro-
cess. I believe requiring states to register
people to vote when they apply for drivers's
licenses or for government benefits is not
the answer. It's critical that states retain
their historic freedom to govern their own
electoral processes and tailor voter registra-
tion procedures to their unique local circum-
stances."
Clinton: "I support the so-called motor-
voter legislation that would, among other
things, allow voters to register when getting
their drivers' licenses. Vetoed by the presi-
dent, this legislation would have helped to
increase voter participation. As president,
smii sign this legislation."
Perot: "First, all of us must vote. We
need legislation to make voter registration
more accessible. How can anyone dis-
agree?"
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Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Wednesday, October 21
IF TODA 1 IS YOUR BIRTHDAY : You
are extremely supportive of the people you
care about. and others seek out your opinion
on personal matters. You have a subtle yet
powerfully ambitious nature and are adept at
maneuvering situations and people to your
advantage without them being aware of it. Try
to be more dii ect about expressing your needs;
others will be surprisingly receptive to you!
ARIES (Mardi 21 - April 19): Sharing
your personal point of view with a loved one
can improve your relationship, but how you
say something is as important as what you
say. Be careful when broaching a delicate
suklect.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): The
opportunity arises for you and a colleague to
share a mutually beneficial experience. Your
talents blend well; by joining forces you can
achieve a common objective that would elude
you individually.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): The com-
bination of intense passion and enhanced
creativity can raise your level of personal
satisfaction to unprecedented heights! Let
your imagination run wild!
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Some-
times addition is best accomplished through
subtraction, which is the case when your
health is concerned. A leaner, healthier body,
can do wonders for your self-image.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Avoid high-
pressure people and controversial topics in all
areas of your life and let others deal with the
stress for a change. Get out and enjoy your
upbeat mood as the evening is ripe for ro-
mance!
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): A sudden
turn of events gives you an optimistic attitude
regarding recent financial woes. Luck is on
your side and you have the support of family
members to boot!
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): A boost in
confidence helps you make better use of your
dynamic persuasive skills and animal magne-
tism. This is an excellent time to make key
decisions and enlist others to help you get
things done.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Careful
research, comparison shopping and sharp
negotiating can save you a lot of money.
Financial gain can also be realized through
a few well-timed behind-the-scenes man-
euvers.
SAG TITA RIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): The
return of your eternal optimism has you feel-
ing more like yourself again, making this a
great time to organizc a large gathering or
simply enjoy the company of a few close
friends.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22- Jan. 19) The
best ideas come from within during this influ-
ence, so listen to your intuition. Benefits are
derived from meditation and self-analysis,
while you could be feeling especially creative
and romantic.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): The
motives of a family member are not as trans-
parent as they seem: You must look deeper to
discover what they're up to. An optimistic
outlook encourages you to make progress
toward your goals.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): A variety
of clever ideas can help you advance your
career, but don't let your imagination run wild
or you run the risk of getting caught up in an
unproductive fantasy.
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Your Daily
Horoscope EntertainmentPages
By Carl Paul
For Thursday, October 22
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: A
born communicator, you are terrific at resolv-
ing differences that arise between loved ones.
friends, and colleagues. Professionally, you
do well in management positions which in-
volve meditation, as long as you have enough
time to consider both sidcs of an argument.
Snap decision are not easy for you, so don't
allow others to push you into them.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Informa-
tion of a powerful natare comes to light,
leading to a change in the way you view your
financial situation or personal growth. Look
for ways to maximize newfound potential!
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): The stage
is set for a profound discussion between your-
self and your partner as this influence encour-
ages lovers to open up and share their true
feelin2s. Lay your cards on the table!
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Discus-
sions With a co-worker can have a profound
impact on your future, but only if you're
willing to listen. The underlying message
may not be readily apparent. so look beyond
the words for deeper meaning.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): The pas-
sion in your message to a loved one is matched
only by the tenderness and feeling with which
it is delivered. Getting youi point across to
others is easy now, so make your words count.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You seem
distant and self-absorbed to some while im-
mersed in self-examination, but the knowl-
edge gained about yourself during this pro-
cess will in the end bring you closer to those
around you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): A cycle of
heightened awareness allows you to quickly
see through any attempts to deceive you or
conceal the truth, while sharpened intellectu-
al skills lend force to the impact your words
have on others.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Efforts to
save money or expand your financial base
have a considerable impact on your life now.
so seek ways to streamline your budget and
generate new income. Your fiscal advice is
valued by friends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): The pas-
sion with which you express your convictions
gives weight to your opinion, even among
those who don't know you well. Your words
and ideas have great power, so use them with
intelligence and purpose.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Appearances are deceiving now, so examine
what is going on all around yon in order to get
to the truth. Because of the subtleties in-
volved, if something doesn't directly concern
you, steer clear of it.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 - JAN. 19)
Uncanny clarity of thought gives you the
Power to influence others with your ideas.
Take a logical approach to complex situa-
tions. sift through irrelevant facts to get to the
bottom line.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Conten-
tious issues with an authority figure may finally
come to a head. This isn't necessarily had be-
cause an airing of your differences is long
°verLI'le. Don't get angry. but don't back down.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): The
breadth and scope of your intellect encourag-
es you to consider questions of great depth.
By directing your considerable mental energy
on a particular idea you can gain an intimate
understanding of it.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Radiate
S Agts
9 Thin wood strip
13 Play starter
14 End
IS Mexican snack
is Abbr on an
envelope
17 Fragrance
is Garden spot
19 Author of the
quote below
22 Parisian
husband
23 Fasten
26 Quote Pei I
33 Old French
coins
34 Change
direction
35 A Siouan
36 Airport abbr
37 Noes
40 Isle
41 Rhine tributary
42 Part of M I T
43 Old Norsemen 's
armed galley
44 Quote Part II
49 Oxford or loafer
50 Soprano Motto
Si End of quote
ss Large land
mass
ii Desi Arnaz, e g
62 Dies 
63 A sound of
music
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64 Soared
GS Citrus fruit
A  apple
47 Notable periods
68 German river
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Semitic deity
2 Outside Comb
form
3 Alaskan island
4 The little finger
S Keep
6 Devours
7 H S exam
• Withered
9 Breastbones
10 Boy
ii High card
12 Weight
measure
14 'Lost Horizon"
director
20 Famous uncle
21 Electric.
company
customers
24 Wading bird
25 Dead Sea
product
26 Violinist Stern
27 Biographer
Lofts and
namesakes
28 Cheer
29 A Peron
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30 Teachers pp
31 — Rio. City in
Tex
32 Rolls- — -
37 Kitchen utensil
311 Compass pt
3 lerterS On a bag
check
43"A miss is as
good --
ss  , no gain'
46 Changes
42 Upright
44 Pt of a boxing
match
52 Actress
Scsm-ner
53 Couple
54 " boy'
ss CrOCus. e g
SI Title
Si Range player
se Cry ol triumph
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Rich Mac
Ge.t answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (Mt each minute).
Corrections 1
To bring a correction to our at-
tention. contact the Editor at 5811-
1271 bey+ een the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon. or stop by the office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about you
r
personal concens — love and compatability. work, money, career.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 16 or
 older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Town Meeting
Role Of service debated at own Meeting
by Scott W. St. Clair
Staff Writer
The New England tradition of town meet-
ings still continues today at the University of
Maine. The idea for the 'Town Meeting" was
the brain child of President Hutchinson - the
purpose to hear how the university commu-
nity feels about the University's mission,
goals, academic envimment, and administra-
tive goals and practices.
The last meeting of the month was held
yesterday in the Lynch Room of fbe Fogler
Library.
During the hour meeting several thoughts
we're discussed on the topic of "The Role of
Public Service."
One of the first things bought up was the
need to expand public service offerings and
more two-way communication.
"In terms of the traditional point of view,
this being the land grant and sea grant uni-
versity, is having an unique opportunity, as
a public service, to the public service needs,
in my perspective, of this University through
the teachers, the research facilities, and the
responsibilities of the professional educa-
tors to extend this knowledge to the citizens
of this state," Community Development Spe-
cialist Conrad Griffin said. "My hope is the
majority of Maine citizens see this universi-
ty as their university," he slid.
The subject of too little apprectiation of
public service being done was discussed by
UMaine student Bill Reed, Assistant Profes-
sor of Physics David Batuslci, and Associate
Professor of Forest Resources Barry Good-
ell.
"There are well over a thousand hours
(of public service) just in Maine business
4' Lottery
alone that no one will get tenure credit for
and no one will get any credit for at the
university leve," UMaine Communications
Specialist Michael Gross said.
"I have to admit after a while if! was out
there doing this work for no recognition. I'm
not sure if I'd be excited about doing much
of anything," he said.
Women's Resource Center Director Sha-
ron Barker told the group that a new 800
service will be available in 1993 for anyone
to access University of Maine people who
present programs as a public service.
The subjects of balancing time, needs,
and rewards; finding a process for identify-
ing constituents beyond the traditional Uni-
versity boundaries; assuring public service;
and finding priorities of what we do for
public service and whom we serve is needed
were discussed by Director of Television
Services Greg Bowler, Public Affairs Writ-
er/Editor Norman Soderberg, Griffin. ar.d
Director of the Center for Marine Studies-
Bob Wall.
Barker also spoke about how the univer-
sity needs to utilize their resources.
"To me it works two ways, one is that I
can leverage things going on in the commu-
nity by providing an access point to the
University; it blows people's minds that
they can call us at the Woman's Resource
Center and have the resources of the Univer-
sity available to them," she said.
Goodell also discussed the idea of a watts
line for responding to public requests as a
better way for reducing costs to speakers
making long distance calling. This could com-
plemert the 800 service that is being applied
in 1993 by University Administrative Assis-
tant Gail Cormier.
, •Nun wins lottery, giving money to retired Franciscans
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP) — Sis-
ter Josephine Contris took a vow of poverty
54 years ago, but that wasn't why she turned
down $40,000.
She was after higher stakes — and won.
A cool $1 million California lottery jackpot
that she called "a first-class miracle."
"It was a shock, but a beautiful shock,"
she said Monday.
Sister Josephine, cheered on by other
nuns from the Mount Alverno Convent in
Redwood City, a San Francisco suburb, won
the big prize Saturday night.
She hit the jackpot after deciding to take
a chance in the Big Spin game rather than
accepting the lesser, though certain, amount.
"And I'm ending up a millionaire — I
mean the conununity is," she said. "It's not
my money, it's the community's."
Sister Josephine's winnings will go to
her order, the Sisters of St. Francis. She is
asking that the money go to help support
RAY COTA
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retired Franciscan nuns and sisters working
for the poor.
"We weren't getting much of a salary
years ago — nothing to put aside for retire-
ment. The sisters need to be taken care of
now they're in advanced years," said Sister
Josephioe, who at 71 hopes to retire in a few
years.
Among the nuns who could benefit are
those who live at the order's Marian Resi-
dence in San Maria.
Sister Josephine, on malty from Aber-
deen, Wash., has been a nun for 54 years.
Most of that time she was a grammar school
teacher and principal in Montana, Washing-
ton, Oregon and California. In 1979 she
became the Sister of St. Francis' provincial
treasurer, handling the order's finances for
the West Coast.
She advanced to the Big Spin game with
a scratch-off card she bought at a delicates-
sen.
• Sleeping
College president urges
midday naps for studeu
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Gather a
blanket, tuck yourself in. Take a snooze. At
midday. That's what the new president of
Teikyo Marycrest University says people
on campus should do.
"Latin, Asian and Mediterranean peo-
ples have long known that contemporary
medical researchers have discovered naps
are very good for us, spiritually, mentally
and physically," Joseph D. Olander wrote
in his first directive after taking over Oct. 1.
"Therefore, I should like to encourage
each of you, sometime between 1 and 2 p.m.
every day to take a 10 to 15 minute nap.
Please take time away from work to refresh
yourself by this simple 'wellness' program."
Olander, who also took over last month as
president of Teikyo Westmar University in Le
Mars, issued the same memo for that school.
Some on Marycrest's 1,400-student cam-
pus in Davenport, 160 miles east of Des
Moines, are nodding their heads in approv-
al. Others say, "No Way!"
"1 have a class from Ito 1:50, SO! don't
take 10 minutes out then, but I take 10
minutes out of my own schedule. I just kind
of relax a little," said David Stedwell, an
associate professor of communications.
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Stevens
from page 1
lesbian, and students who have different in-
terests than students who are, say, in the
military. But there is a definite division be-
the students and the townsfolk. I think
to well represent them is to be accessible to
them and to understand the history of the
town, the history of the people. To be acces-
sible to them to listen to their concerns, listen
to their opinions. As far as balancing, I think
being accessible is the number one point.
Because to be balanced you have to be able to
take in what they have to offer.
Have you seen a different perspective
since you started campaigning?
I've been going door to door not only on
campus but in town as well. And most students
say 'Thank you. Yes, I'd love to register."
However the townsfolk say "Oh how do you
feel about property taxes?"
They a little more interested to talk.
Some of them are more politically worldly
than many students. They lend a great respect
to me they certainly treat me well.
I've met hundreds of people. Most stu-
dents aren't registered to vote; about half of
the students that I meet aren't registered.
Whereas almost everyone in the town is
registered. They've been voting for years and
they recognize me as a candidate when I
come to their door and they have their ques-
tions ready.
Do the students you talk to have a lot
of strong ideas about the university com-
munity and how it fits into the state and
the system? Do they have their opinions
well-formed and do you find them well-
educated or needing more help on the
issues?
They know this decade there is a change
in trends and how a lot of students are
concerned with women's rights, environ-
mental protection and justice for all.
I would agree with you mostly that
they do seem more concerned about why
their science book cost $75, why they
can't get their English class or what will
happen if the university takes an $8 mil-
lion hit next year. Even if we have to take
a hit, can't we get it reduced somehow?
What is the legislature's position? How
does one legislator affect all that? They
want to talk about the university mostly
and they seem to know because they are
going through it, they're in it.
They know the immediate results of the
cutbacks because they live it. We all do.
Can anyone in the legislature have an
effect over minor concerns like tuition,book prices, the mill rate, revenue shar-ing? Can you concentrate on all theseissues?
When they (the university) takes a bud-get hit, the university looks at the big picture
all the way from education to tax exemp-
tions and figure out this is what we need in
this fiscal year, where do we get it, rather
than how much a textbook costs; rather than
the logistics of how it would he taken.
I'd lobby for maintenance of funding
for education and lobbying for increased
funding if we could stabilize what we got
now
What are some of the more important
issues to town residents?
A lot of them are affiliated with the
university and they care about the uni-
versity.
A lot of individuals have their own sep-
arate complaints, gripes or suggestions, but
overall people are concerned with high prop-
erty taxes. They're concerned with the bud-
get, not only in education, but in other areas
as well. Many people are concerned with the
environment, too.
What made you want to run for the
House seat?
1 wanted to do it because this district is a
hotbed of activity. It's unique in every way
from any other district in the state and it
lends itself to having a candidate like myself
run and do well and well represent the peo-
ple of this district.
I knew that I could do it. I knew that I
could help. And it's something I've been
interested in for a long time. My mother
raised us with a strong recognition that civil
service is good and one individual can actu-
ally make a different. I wanted to be the one
to do it.
What's your main objective, if elect-
ed? What issues are you most concerned
with?
Again, eaucation. This district dictates
the number one issue to the candidates.
Even if someone didn't go to this school,
didn't suffer through the cutbacks, this issue
really mandates that education is the num-
ber one concern. If there isn't an advocate
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coming down from Orono, where are they
going to come from? And they do come
fi om everywhere, albeit true, but it's the
number one issue.
I'd like to go to Augusta and look at
each issue, each bill, and make sound log-
ical decisions, rational judgments of each
individual issue taking my own personal
beliefs with me and the concerns of the
constituents.
What special qualities can you bring
to Augusta?
I know I can bring a sound rational
analysis of the issues. I'm not beholden to
bigger business or anyone else for that mat-
ter.
I'm beholden to no one. I see this posi-
tion to serve in the legislature, to serve the
people of Orono, to serve the people of
Maine, to treat everything seriously, to work
hard and to study the issues.
Aside from the fact that you are a
student and Ray Cota is not, what are
the major differences between you two
ideologically? What do you think sets
you apart or ahead of him to be elected?
I am a student. I feel I better reflect the
constituency of this district. Not only in the
demographics of the students compared to
the non-students here, but there are a lot of
factions here. There are a lot of people here
who have different interests.
I believe strongly that I can take those
and process them and represent the are
better. My opponent filled out a question-
naire for the Maine Sunday Telegram say-
ing that he would not be in favor of an equal
rights amendment, a gay rights law. That's
a strong difference I think because I am in
favor of one.
He's concerned with business. There's
z‘n effort afoot from certain groups, cer-
tain candidates around the state to want to
nin the legislature like a business. I be-
lieve the legislature is not d business be-
cause in a business, there is a boss, people
are there working for one person. In a
district of 13,000 constituents, there isn't
one boss, there's a lot of different people,
a lot of different reasons, different con-
cerns.
My motives are purely to run and to
serve them. (with) no one else to make
decisions. I want to be representative.
In Friday's edition, Stevens' opponent
for the District 130 seat, Raymond Cola, Jr.
will discuss his views and opinions on the
challenges facing Orono, the university and
the state.
Kirk
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• Voting
Six Maine bond issues on the ballot for Nov. 3
By Glenn Adams
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A $48.9
million bond issue package Maine voters
are being asked to authorize is being touted
as a tool to help the state get throligh the
stubborn recession.
Passage of the six proposals on the Nov
3 ballot would allow long-term borrowing for
recycling grants, job training for unemployed
workers, port improvements, upgrades of
workplace safety at state facilities, water
pollution control systems and railroad lines.
To retire the bonds, taxpayers would
have to pay an additional $12 million in
interest over the life of the bonds, bringing
the total debt to $61 million, according to
state Treasurer Samuel Shapiro.
The current low interest rates make this
a favorable time to borrow, said Shapiro.
But he noted that bonds sometimes aren't
issued until years after the referendum.
Shapiro said adding the additional debts
would not hurt the state's bond rating.
The Maine Technical College System is
actively promoting a $9.9 million bond is-
sue to pay tuition for 3,000 Mainers who
have been laid off within the last 2 1/2 years.
The bonds would retrain thousands of
Mainers for jobs that are now going unfilled
because of a lack of skilled workers, said
John Fitzsimmons, president of the college
system.
"It's very clear Maine needs to upgrade
the skills of its work force," said Fitzsim-
mons.
Baserl on the usual 85 percent placement
rate for technical college graduates, the stu-
dents educated through the bond issue would
generate $190 million in wage:, and $10 mil-
lion a year in state taxes, said Fitzsimmons.
The program would start in January. The
trustees of the six-campus system have al-
ready approved eligibility requirements for
the program and said they would begin
accepting applications Nov. 4 if the bond
issue passes.
Applicants must have lost their jobs on
or after July I, 1990. People who are unem-
ployed but have accepted work in part-time
or temporary jobs are eligible.
Applicants must meet the regular aca-
demic requirements of the colleges.
The Maine Waste Management Agency
is hoping voters will authorize a $10 million
bond issue, which would help the state meet
its goal of halving the volume of municipal
solid waste cturing by the end of 1994.
As a side benefit, says the agency. the
bonds will create jobs for engineers, con-
sultants, contractors and laborers needed to
design and build new recycling programs
and facilities.
Most recycling programs create two to
three jobs, the agency says.
Half of the bonds would go to towns and
cities and regional associations to start and
expand recycling programs. Grants will also
go toward purchases of recycling equip-
ment, such as balers, recycling containers
and collection bins. Communities must put
up 25 percent matching funds to get the
grants.
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The remaining $5 million is earmarked
for the Department of Environmental Pro-
tection-run program to close and clean up
municipal dumps throughout the state.
A group known as the Economic and
Environmental Improvement Coalition,
which comprises several development, busi-
ness. environmental and municipal organi-
zations, i promoting the recycling bond
issue, as well as a $12 million package to
build pollution-control facilities.
Funds from the $12 million bond would
go to three programs, each of which would
spark construction activity and generate jobs.
A $5.5 million share would go to a re-
volving loan program to help towns and
cities build and renovate sewage treatment
facilities. l'he money would enable the state
to apply for roughly $30 million more in
federal matching funds.
A $4.5 million portion would provide
direct financial aid to municipalities to build
pollution control facilities. Half of the re-
maining $2 million would be to replace
ovei-board discharge systems. and half would
provide grants for failing septic systems in
small towns.
A $6 million bond issue for improve-
ments to piers and other marine facilities is
broken down into three projects.
Portland would get $3 million to rehabil-
itate the International Marine Terminal, and
$2 million would go to Eastport to improve
the breakwater at the city's cargo port, de-
molish a dilapidated downtown sardine can-
nery, and help the find a suitable location for
a new cargo port.
Eastport's downtown cargo port has
achieved its capacity, said Russell Spinney
of the state Transportation Department.
The final $1 million in port money would
go several communities for an array of coin-
mercial marine projects, such as piers and
anchorage dredging. The communities have
not yet been chosen.
Voters also will be asked to approve a $3
million bond issue to finance the purchase of
two rail lines to put the state a step closer to
establishing an east-west rail link between
the Atlantic Ocean and Canada, said the
bill's sponsor, Senate President Charles P.
Pray, D-Millinocket.
The bonds would go toward the purchase
of lines from Belfast to Burnham, and New
port to Dover-Foxcroft.
Those lines would tie into the Canadian
Pacific rail line through a yet-unbuilt rail
link of about 15 miles. Construction of that
link is not covered by the bonds.
At least 250 construction workers will be
kept busy for two years making health and
safety improvements in state buildings if an
$8 million bond issue passes, said James
Keil, director of the Bureau of General Ser-
vices.
He estimated that the activity generated
by the bond issue would pump $16 million
into the state's economy.
A scarcity of state general fund money
brought on the need for the borrowing pro-
posal. said Keil. Projects such as asbestos
removal, rewiring and stairwell improve-
ments would be undertaken in state build-
ings across Maine. said Keil.
Kirk
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• UMaine Athlete of the Week: Jamie LaChance
_portsNews
 
• Yankee Conference Notebook
9 Tim Hopley's Wednesday column
The Campus
Sports Ticker
1 lie I. niversity oi Maine field ho. key
team dropped a pair of North Atlantic
Conference games this past weekend. On
Friday, fifth-ranked Northeastern beat
UMaine 2-0, then UNI1 defeated the Black
Bears 5-2 Sunday.
UMaine was outshot 31-2 by North-
eastern and 39-9 by UNH.
Michelle Gallan and Carrie Goodhue
had the Black Bear goals versus the-Wild-
cats. giving them a 2-0 lead but five
unanswered UNH goals cost the Black
Bears the contest.
Mary Lou Winstel, the league's top
rookie a year ago, recorded 51 saves in
the two games in net for UMaine.
The Black Beats fall to 3-8-2 on the
season, 0-4-1 in conference play.
The Black Bears travel to the Uni-
versity of Vermont Friday. then go to
Ulalass-Lowell Sunday.
Giants' fate under scrutiny
TORONTO (AP) — Bud Selig, the
chairman of baseball's executive coun-
di. said he will discuss the fate of the San
Francisco Giants this week.
Florida group agreed on Aug. 7 to
purehase the team from Bob Lurie for
$115 million. A Bay area group last week
made a $95 million offer to 'CT president
Bill White.
Jordan, to teStifYirL
money laundering trial
CHARLOTTE. i - jury
was selected for the federal money laun-
dering trial of James "Slim— Router, a
convicted cocaine dealer who has sub-
poenaed Chicago Bulls star Michael Jor-
dan as a defense witness.
Jordan was linked to Bouler when
federal agents seized a $57,000 check
from the Bouler's bank account. The sei-
zure of the check, signed by Jordan, was
part of the FBI's attempt to establish ties
between Bolder and a convicted Char-
lotte drug kingpin, James Johnson.
Gugliotta agrees with
Bullets
LAN1XWER, Md. (AP) — The
Washington Bullets signed top draft pick
Tom Crughotta, slipping under the NBA's
salary cap by giving him a seven-year
contract.
Plan B could be history
CI-Ilk:AGO (AP) -- Under an earlier
deadline than expected, Lccrs udi
try again this week to replace the invali-
dated system of Plan B free agency •
The owners will meet today and
Wednesday for their annual fall get-
together. one that was expected a year
ago to produce the names of the two
new cities to which the league will
expand.
• Yankee Conference Notebook
Ferentz enjoying the fruit of his labor• 4 •
By Chad Finn getting the chance to reap the rewards of his
Sports Editor three years of hard work.
Now in his third year as the skipper of the
proverbial University of Maine football ship,
this season Coach Kirk Ferentz is finally
UMaine cornerback Bill Curry intercepts a pass against Liberty two weeks ago.
The resurgent Black Bears defense has had eight interceptions in the last two
weeks (Boyd photo.)
provement is not lost on Ferentz, vs hose past
squads have more resembled a sinking ship
Following consecutive 3-8 seasons, the than the solid crew that they seem to have
Black Bears have jumped out to an impres- become.
sive 4-2 mark in 1992. "It's been interesting." an understating
And, as to be expected, the gradual im- Ferentz said when asked if the past two
seasons have been tough on him personally.
"It's nice to get a reward. a paycheck
every now and then for the hard w ork we put
in, and as a football coach you get them with
wins and kisses. So far, it has been my most
gratifying season here."
But Fcrentz is quick to point out that his
players have earned the success with their
strong team work ethic.
"These guys have worked hard for three
years," Ferentz said. "It's good to see good
things happen to them. They've been through
a lot."
Other Yankee Conference Notes:
The University of Delaware (5-1 over-
all, 5-0 in the Yankee Conference) stayed
undefeated this past week in downing Vil-
lanova 21-20 in a thriller Saturday. Double-
threat QB Bill Vergantino lead the Blue
Hens.
The University of Richmond (5-1.4-1)
leapfrogged past V Ilanova into second place
in the conference rankings with a 37-27
victory over Boston University . Spiders
quarterback Greg Lilly threw for 215 yards.
while tailback Uly Scott added 148 on the
ground
Although Villannva Unkersit, 5-1. 3-
suffered their first loss of the season this
past weekend (to Delaware). expect dimin-
utive (5-foot-71 quarterback Tommy
Colombo to help keep the Wildcats among
the top teams in the league. Villanova plays
at the 1.'ni versity of Massachusetts this week.
Speaking of UNIass ( 4-1.3-11 they have
to he considered one of the biggest surprises
in the YC this so far. When longtime coach
Jim Reid departed at the end of last season,
experts assumed the Minutemen would strug-
gle. Not so far though. especially' in Satur-
day's 20-7 Homecoming drubbing of the
University of Connecticut in which first-
year tailback Rene Ingoglia rushed for 138
yards.
UMaine (4-2, 2-1) knocked off the 17ni-
versity of Rhode Island this past week be-
hind some inspired running from senior
tailback Ben Sirmans (14t) yards. 2 td's)
Sec YC NOTES on page 18
• UMaine men's soccer
Black Bears, Wildcats claw for playoff berth
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
If you've followed the I.• m versity of Maine
men's soccer team the past few seasons, then
you know this Sunday's match with the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire is deja vu all over
again.
The Black Bears travel to Durham to fight
UNI-1 for the final playoff berth in the North
Atlantic Conference. This is exactly ‘N hat
UMaine had to do last year, except that they
played the contest at home. That game ended
with the Wildcats on top 2-1 in somewhat of
a controversial ending season was to score more goals than last year.
The score was tied 1-1 at the end of which we have," t 'Marne Coach Jim Dyer saitj
regulation, so they went into overtime. New "and to get a playoff berth in the NAC."
Hampshire scored. and the referee stopped I 'Maine could have avoided this situation
the game on account of darkness. with a win against NAC foe Hartford on
Under NCAA riles the game is to he Sunday, but instead they lost a hard fought
replayed from the beginning. but the NAC game. 3-2.
ruled that on! a second overtime would be The match was a ver. emotional one. with
played. Neither team scored in the second seven yellow cards being served and the Hart-
OT and UNH had the ictor) and the playoff ford coach being ejected.
spot, 2-1. Still. Dyer had nothing but praise for his
So now the Black Bears will seek revenge team.
and another of their preseason goals.
"Two of our goals when we started the Sec SOCCER on page 19
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• NFL
Playoff picture taking shape
By Dave Go!dberq
AP Football Writer
Forget those funny teams that made the NFL
playoffs last year, like Atlanta and Detroit
Less than midway through the 1992 NFL
season, it's become clear there will be no
upstarts in the playoffs this year.
Oh?
In the NFC, try to get beyond San Fran-
cisco (6-1) and the Big Three in the East —
Dallas (5-1), Philadelphia (4-2) and Wash-
ington (4-2). Add Minnesota (5-1) as the
Central winner and New Orleans (5-2) as a
wild-card and give Mike Ditka a chance to
will Chicago (3-3) in from the fringe and
you've got it.
In the AFC, take Miami (6-0) and Buffalo
(4-2) in the East; Houston (4-2) in the Central.
Denver (5-2) and Kansas City (4-3) in the
West and add one more from somewhere (the
charging Raiders, determined Browns or
youthful Steelers).
There are your playoffs.
"I really believe this team has a chance to
get somewhere. And I mean all the way,"
coach Marty Schottenheimer of the Chiefs
said after his team lost 17-10 in Dallas. "We're
just missing on little things."
That loss dropped Kansas City a game
behind Denver in the AFC West. But they're
an impressive 4-3, three losses on the road by
a total of 11 points.
In fact, the 11 teams likely to make the
playoffs have 20 losses among them.
Of those, only two are to rank outsiders —
the Vikings to the .1-5 Lions, a defeat they
avenged last Thursday. and the Redskins to the
1-5 Cards, a defeat they will avenge Two other
defeats were to the fringe teams -- Houston to
Pittsburgh and Buffalo to the Raiders.
One obvious development ir. the last week
is the re-,mergence of Washington, where
Joe Gibbs just won't allow any post-Super
Bowl doldrums. Another is the return to the
upper pack by the Eagles, anointed as this
year's team just two weeks ago after beating
Dallas 31-7.
Washington's 16-12 win over Philadel-
phia on Sunday showed the Redskins' strength
and the Eagles' weakness in the same place —
the offensive line.
Playing without Jim Lachey and Jeff
Bostic, and with Ed Simmons hurting, the
Redskins limited Philadelphia to just two
sacks.
The Eagles, meanwhile, whose front
was a question mark, allowed five sacks as
the Redskins kept Randall Cunningham un-
der pressure all day.
"Anytime you can do a decent job against
them you consider that a surres," Gibbs
said. "Because the Eagles' line isn't like
anyone else, they're great."
Well, maybe not great, but good enough to
make the playoffs.
Three in one: Steve Largent is about to
lose his third career record.. .to a third differ-
ent player.
On opening day, Buffalo's James Lofton
broke his record for receiving yards.
Last Monday night, Washington's An
Monk broke his record for receptions.
And on Sunday, Jerry Rice pulled within
three of his record of 100 receiving touch-
downs.
SENIORS
Yearbook Pictures
FREE!
• No Cost
• No Obligation
• Nn Prnhipm
October 19-23rd, 26-28th
9am-12pm and ipm—Rpm
Memorial Room The Union
Yankee Conference Notes from page 17
and an improving defense. Defensive backs
Bill Curry, Lance Boston and linebacker
Jemal Murph each had an interception ver-
sus the Rams and have now combined for 11
of the team's 16 picks on the season.
UComt (2-4, 1-2) continued to snuggle,
dropping a 20-7 decision to UMass. The
Huskies averted their first shutout in 84 games
when tailback Ed Long scored on a two-yard
run with 3:12 to play.
Boston University (0-6, 0-4) stayed 0-
for-the-season in losing a 37-27 shootout to
Richmond last week, but the Terriers did
find a few positives in the loss. Tailback
Zack Burwell rushed for 181 yards and two
scores, while QB Greg Moore threw for 208
yards.
Rhode Island (1-5, 0-4) fell to UMaine
thanks largely in part to some key Ram inju-
ries. Star receiver Chris Pierce missed his
second consecutive game with turf toe, while
strong-armed QB Tony Squiteri saw only
limited action due to a severe ankle sprain.
Both are questionable for this week when BU
comes to town.
The University of New Hampshire (2-4. (I-
4) took the week off and hope to bounce back
this week when they host run-and
-gun QB
Ralph Barone and the Northeastern Huskies.
The Wildcats are considered the major
disappointment in the topsy-turvy YC race
this season. All-American tailback Barry
Bourassa continues to struggle with injuries
and inconsistency.
UMaine Athlete
 
of the Week
• fir VIP k
1110,
*a.
288.11
 ----
Jamie LaChance is the University of
Moire Athlete of the Week
LaChance, a senior on the UMaine
cross country team, claimed first place in
the Eastern Collegiate Championship Sun-
day at the University of New Hampshire.
A native of Sanford, Me., LaChance
covered the five-mile course in 25:09,
outdistancing teammate Jeff Young for
the victory. LaChance is the first Black
Bear winner at the meet since 1982, when
Gerry Clapper won for UMaine.
Sean Tynan, Anthony Anderson and
Andy Spaulding also ran well for UMaine,
which took first in the meei for the first
Jamie LaChance
Senior
Cross Country
time in Coach Jim Ballinger's 19-year
career.
The UMaine women were also suc-
cessful in their portion of the meet, finish-
ing second overall to Holy Cross. Monica
Belyea (8th) Allyson Lowell (10th) and
Jill Hindley (11th) were the top UMaine
finishers.
Ed Note: The UMaine Athlete of the
Week is selected by the Sports Staff of the
Maine Campus. Other finalists this week
included Jake Oui met (men's soccer). Ben
Sinnans (football), Lance Boston (foot-
ball), Rhonda Pelkey (women's soccer)
and Carrie Goodhue (field hockey).
$4 off all Vista Headlights
OR
$10 off all Shimano SPD
compatible shoes
• Only at Rose Bike.
• Only with this coupon.
, Rose Bike,
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
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*NHL
Ewen fires Habs past Blues
MONTREAL (AP) — Montreal captain
Guy Carbonneau had some advice for Todd
Ewen.
"I hope he enjoys it," Carbonneau said
of Ewen's first two-goal game as the Cana-
diens defeated St. Louis 6-2 Monday night.
• 'If he stays disciplined and keeps working
lard in practice, he can have more nights
like this."
Ewen's outburst included the tie-break-
rig goal in the third period, his second of the
game.
And going for a third goal late in the third
period, coach Jacques Demers put him on
the_power play, another NHL first for the
muscular right-winger.
Ewen passed the credit on to his center,
Carbonneau, who has lifted the team since
returning from a sore knee last Saturday
when Montreal trounced Minnesota 8-1.
-It's great playing with John LeClair
and Carbonneau," Ewen said. "Carbo puts
the puck right where you want it. John and I
are guys who know their limits. We just go
out and play hard."
Both LeClair and Ewen are important to
the Canadiens because both are big and
strong on a small, speed-oriented team. But
Carbonneau makes things happen.
Without Carbonneau, the Canadiens
scored just 15 goals in their first five games.
They have 14 goals in two games since
his return and are beginning to look like the
explosive club promised when Demers re-
placed Pat Burns as coach in the offseason.
Rookie Ed Ronan got his first NHL goal,while Carbonneau, Brian Bellows and De-
nis Savard also scored for Montreal, which
evened its record at 3-3-1 in the only NHLgame of the night.
The Blues, who came from behind todefeat Quebec on Saturday, looked ready todo it again, tying Montreal in the secondperiod after trailing 2-0.
Ewen, however, started the decisive four-
goal spurt in the final period with a break-
away goal at 2:29.
"It was a fluke, but it went in," said
Ewen, acquired from the Blues in 1989.
St. Louis coach Bob Plager wasn't
pleased. Goaltender Curtis Joseph kept his
team in it until the third period. but defen-
sive errors were responsible for dropping
the Blues' record to 2-5-0.
"We came back from two goals down,
we should have had momentum," Plager
said. "But then there was a breakdown and
they went down and scored."
St. Louis scoring ace Brett Hull had
seven shots on goal and rang another off a
post, but was held scoreless. Hull has three
goals in his first seven games.
"He's still a !idle split-second off," Plag-
er said of the NHL's leading goal-scorer the
last three years. "He's a slow starter. In
training camp, he doesn't fire it because he
doesn't want to hurt anyone on his own
team."
Soccer from page I
"I was pleased with our effort and the way
the players kept their composure in such a
rough game." Dyer said
"I was proud of how they represented the
university and controlled themselves on the
field."
Hanford opened the scoring when Tod
Herskovitz converted a penalty kick at the
2:53 mark, but the Black Bears came back
to take the lead on two goals by Jake
Ouimet.
Ouimet scored off assists from Mike Dun-
phy and Pat Laughlin at 19:51 then again on
a Dan Noblet assist at 36:47.
Herskovitz tied the game at 2-2 at 40:01.
Then in the second overtime a Herskovitz
assist to Elvis Thomas garnered the game
wining goal.
UMaine, who is now 7-3-2 overall and
3-3 in the NAC, now controls its own fate.
"It's a challenge for this team," Dyer said.
"It's do or die and hopefully last years' game
will give us the motivation to pull out the win
this year."
First though,the Black Bears must face a
very good Dartmouth team today in Falmouth
before taking on the Wildcats on Sunday.
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• World Series
World Series moves to Sky Dome
By Howard 1.11matt which is a benefit to us."
The flag was held by a U.S. Marine color
guard from Atlanta.
TORONTO (AP) — Baseball is big in An apology was issued, but "youToronto, but never bigger than Tuesday shouldn't let that happen," Winfield said.
when the first World Series game outside "It's like having dignitaries coming tothe United States is played. your home and putting out your old sil-
"Everyone talks about Toronto being a verware."
hockey town," John Olernd said. "Now I "I imagine they're probably still doingthink the city belongs to us." pushups at their base after something like
"Believe me," Dave Winfield said, "this that," Atlanta shortstop Jeff Blauser said.is Canada's team at the moment." The Braves showed up at the SkyDome
The Blue Jays have been around for 16 for another kind of workout. Most of themyears. They've had winning records for the had never been in the cavernous buildinglast 10. They went to the AL playoffs in before and wanted to get used to it.1985,1989 and 1991. But they never went to Blauser cared more about the col cr of
the World Series until now. the ceiling and whether it would cause
Last night, they played the Atlanta Braves popups to disappear than about whether thebefore a packed house under the SkyDome's Canadian flags were hung properly. Theyfamiliar gray ceiling and surrounded by were. So was the lone American flag in
more than 60 Canadian flags, all hung right- center field.
side up. 
"I don't think it would be very smart for
The series is all tied up, 1-1, after Toron- us not to have a workout," Blauser said.
to' s dramatic 5-4 win Sunday night on little- It wasn't as urgent for the Blue Jays, who
known Ed Sprague's two-run pinch homer played in the Sky Dome all season and didn' tin the ninth, land in Toronto until 7:30 a.m. Monday.
But Sprague's hit wasn't as popular a They were delayed four hours as a part in
topic of discussion on Monday's off day as their airplane was replaced.
a Canadian flag held upside down by a color The Braves like the SkyDome a lot more
guard during the Canadian national anthem than the Metrodome, where they lost all fourbefore Game 2 in Atlanta. games last year as Minnesota won the Series
"I hope it's an honest mistake, but tins- in seven.
take or no mistake, there's no excuse for it," Unlike the white ceiling of the Metro-
Toronto's Kelly Gruber said. "The crowd dome, Toronto's darker top is a good back-
might be a little more into (tonight's game), ground for the white baseball.
AP Sports Writer
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Arr Orono, ME (linty of Me I
9:15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
2:15 pm
, - - -
9.15 am
10:00 am
12:01 pm
aa 2:15 pm
ee 2.45 pm
12:45 pm
2:15 pm
4:15 pm
0316:30 pm
g..; 7:00 pm
4:30 um
6'15 pm
8.15 pm
10.30 pm
---
430 pm
6.15 pm
8:15-pm
roi 10:30 pm
to) 10:50 pm
- - -
12:30 am
2:25 am
44,5 am
- - -
pq -No Local passengers vtil be can*, whose ENTIRE trip, is between Orono & &moor. MeDt=hz.-gc, o.dy.
WHY WOULD ANYONE DRIVE?
CONCORD TRAILWAYS1-800-639-5150
M 6 I0PM)
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• Column
Weekly ramblings from the Portsmouth prognosticator
By Tim Hopley
Campus Columnist
Would you sign a mil-
lion dollar contract to play
a game? Most rookie NBA
and NHL players would
not. After being offered
millions and millions of dollars, two of the
most glaring cases of athletes turning down
big money are Eric [Andros and Alonzo
Mourning.
The Lindros case is well known. After the
Quebec Nordiques offered the 18-year-old more
than the gross profit of the entire city, Lindros
said "No way. I'll never play in Quebec."
Subsequently, Le Enfant Terrible was trad-
ed to Philadelphia and is now putting up big
numbers. The Flyers mortgaged the farm and
the 6-foot -5230 pound Lindros has proved to
be worth it. The question here is who's really
in charge? The owners, hardly: the players,
most definitely.
For a rookie to come into an established
league, having proven nothing, and demand
the kind of salaries being paid to the elitist of
athletes is ridiculous.
Of course, the plan to alleviate all this is
well documented. Just don't pay. Let the
player sign a standard contract filled with
incentives and if he's as good as he says he is
than he'll make his money.
In the case of Mourning, what he's do-
ing to the Charlotte Hornets is unheard of.
The former Georgetown center and his agent
are suggesting possible trades to manage-
ment in order to free up salary money for
Mourning Bet his new teammates are hap-
py with that.
In most o; these cases it's a less than
average team dealing with these players and
the team desperately needs them. But look
deeper and one of the reasons they demand
more money is because it may be a step down
from where they've been.
I know, I know, how can professional
sports be a step down from college hoops or
junior hockey? Well, look at the Georgetown
basketball program. They play in a profes-
sional arena (The Capital Centre). appear on
national television 10 to 12 times a year, travel
all around the country. and are generally
treated like gods.
Now. in the NBA, they're back to being
the little fish in a big-time fishpond. Nltional
TV appearances go down to maybe two or
three, refs call fouls on them they'd never had
called before and the game becomes more
than just a game Players figure, "I may as
well get big-time bucks because I may not be
around for long."
Enough serious stuff. 'lop 0' My Thumb
and let's take a trip through the notebook...
What they're saying - I was perusing
through the magazine racks the other day (not
the girlie section, either) and came across the
newest college basketball yearbooks. Natu-
rally, I looked up the Black Bears and found
them to be picked third in two of them and first
(yes, first) in another.
The name of the mag which picked UMaine
first escapes me but the key focus of the
capsule was Francois Bouchard. Along with
Deconte (yes, they called the D-Man Decon-
te) Hursey arid Fritz Marseill. It went on to
read that Coach Rudy Keeling had put togeth-
er a winning program primed to give "win-
starved Black Bear hoop fans a conference
title and trip to the NCAA tournament..."
Shots from the Pointfrhey said it - Most
interesting thing overheard at the Hockey
East Media Day at UNH last Wednesday:
"Maine doesn' t recruit anymore. they select,"
Merrimack Coach Ron Anderson.
Stop by the basement of LOrd
flair for your classified ad.'
'..inte.li:. ••
WeNannies-ll known agency will
lost 6, l'ound
....__a...'''-'4.-, ...---,
_mts. cellaneous
alaig;ii., 
-
help you choose a loving family in
Connecticut. Top salaries, ben-
efits, room & board, airfare, Big
Sister program. Yearly positions
only. Care for Kids, Dept. UME
Pr,:•, 27, RovvAytnn, CT 06AS
1-800-BE-A-NANI
roomtna r '''f "
.4, .  , --:
students or Organizations. P-romote
our Florida spnng break packages. Earn
money & free trips. Organize small or
large groups Call Campus Marketing
800-423-5264
........_______.
LOST: Pair ot giasses ;n Shibles Wed.
morning. Rafael Salaberry 1-2008.
Seamstress: over 2u y T .axperi-
ence, replace zippers, hemming, etc,
Will pick up .)- deliver. Call Jeanne
827-5115.
LOST: Black jacket With purple
lining near the Memorial Union.
827-5201 Dog boarding $4.0U day at
Wilderland Kennels in Milford.
827-6207 9a.m.-5:30p.m.
International Employment-Make
money teaching English abroad
I Japan and Taiwan. Make S2,000-
$4,000+per month. Many provide
room & board + other benefits!
Financially & Culturally rewarding! For
International Employment program
and application, call the International
Employment Group: (206) 632-1146
ext. 15067.
LOST: Pair of Serengeti sun glasses
in Union or on mall 10/7. Call
945-5626. Volunteer Drivers needed to
transport students w/ disabilities to
(-lass. Helping Hand Van. Call Lynette
x7745.
Roommate needed to share Bradley
28R townhouse. Prefer non-smoker.
Call 866-7846. $162.50+share
elec+cable.
FOUND: Tiger cat w/green collar w/
bell on Pond St. in Orono. Possibly
named Jerry. Call 866-0374.
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays, special occa-
sions & parties call Exotica 947-4406
FOUND: Pair of alasses with wire
frames in brown glass case.,
. Found at Hilltop Commons Can
be picked up at the Administra-
tive Offices of Campus Living, 1(33
Hilltop Commons.
Roommate wanted m/f $215/
mo. everything included 3BR
apartment. Call 827-5201. Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote
starters, sold and installed. Sony, Pioneer,
Pyle. Soundshapers 942-76E18.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/week
in canneries or $4,000+,/month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Male or female.
Get a head start on next summer!
For employment program call 1-
206-545-4155 ext. A5067
Roommate needed/house/Old
Town 170/mo+util. $170 dep. Grad
or serious student. 3 people total.
827-7897/UMO 2101/nice pl
AFS, American Field Service
returned stddents at UM. Contact
region rep Nancy Grant 866-4542.
FOUND: Gitano heart-shaped
gold watch one gold hoop, 
earrina 2 sets of keys-one w/, 
black shark bottle opener oae, 
Mt Katadhin bottle opener a. , 
Sharp EL-531D calculator and
one pair gold wire aviator
,
glasses. If it's yours, stop by the
Info Booth at the Union .
Wanted: 2 roommates ASAP to
share 3 bdrm Apt. in Old Town
$216/month inc. heat & hot water.
Call 827-0572.
Clown: College grad will do parties,
promotions & workshops. Includes
juggling, magic & fun. Max 1-8767.
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also avail-
able Call Collect (514)861-3335
Share house in Old Town with
two others $220 includes all.
Looking for serious students. Own
room. 827-3694.
Cakes for all occasions- make
a birthday, activity, or special
event something to remember.
Don't try to stomach a supermar-
ket cake. Call Delivered Desserts
at 866-5640.
The Maine Campus offers free
lost & found ads. All you have to
do is stop by the basement of Lord
Hall or call 581-1273, Mon- Ti- ars
9a .m. -5p.m. & Fri 10a.m.-4p.m.
apartments
Volunteers for book research. Te
interview women of color, Jewish
and lesbian women whose moth-
ers have died. Cali juciith collect in
North Whitefield (207) 549-5748.
Housemate wanted to share nice,
clean, quiet home. On bus route in
Orono. $300/mo. 866-7674. LSAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE
KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
koommate wanted: (M/F) very
large apartment, great location in
Orono. Your own room, 200/mo.
heat incl 866- 3827
lost 
  A-1.2 frti s ,ses A
‘..:1 i 1,144. i 1.44,
$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-
shirts and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales Time---4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Smaller/Larger quantities
avail. Call 1-800-733-3265.
This week at Geddy's- Z: $1
Room w/house privileges, ,. i
Town, $220+phone, $150 sec.
dep. Cali 827-3694.
drinks. Pre-registration for Fri.
"Grudge" matches. Thura: $.25
drafts. ELL TGIF. Roastbeef & ham
carved. Gotta score to settle,
"Grudge" matches. You can win up
to $300 in prizes-$25 in Geddy's
money, Geddy's t-shirt; Geddy's
sweatshirt & Geddy's V.I.P. card.
Matches start at 9p.m. lit D.J. S1
cover.
LOST: Black jacket written Dunlop on
back, yellow lining. Call x4162. Lost
between Union and Murray Hall.
2 Bedroom apt. Sundeck and yard
heat and hotwater included. Old
Town $510/mo 827-4990.
BE A SPRING BREAK REP! Earn
FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona,
& Jamaica from $159. Call Take a
Brcak Student Travel today! (800)
32-TRAVEL.
LOST: 1986 UM class ring w/
garnet Greek letters on top. Last
seen 3rd fl library Sun afternoon.
Call 866-7624.
Old Town quiet modern 1BR apt.
Perfect for a couple $400mo.+elect.
Call 827-5036 or 827-7797 must
see
